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Tiivistelmä — Referat — Abstract

Core galaxies are bright elliptical galaxies that contain a shallow central surface brightness profile.
They are expected to form in mergers of massive gas-poor elliptical galaxies that contain supermassive black holes (SMBHs) in their respective centres. During the merger process, these black holes
form a coalescing binary, which causes the ejection of stars from the centre of the galaxy merger in
complex three-body interactions, resulting in the creation of a low-luminosity core.
I have studied whether core galaxies can form according to the formation model described above.
I analysed the results of seven galaxy merger simulations done using KETJU, a simulation code
specifically made for studying the dynamics of supermassive black holes in galaxies. KETJU is
a regularised tree-code, combining both the GADGET-3 tree-code and an AR-CHAIN integrator.
This allows for the simultaneous simulation of both general galactic dynamics and accurate particle
motion near black holes, respectively.
All seven simulations consisted of a merger of two identical galaxies. Six of the simulations had
galaxies with equal mass central SMBHs, where the mass of the black holes changed from one
simulation to another, and ranged from 8.5 × 108 M to 8.5 × 109 M . For the sake of comparison,
the galaxies in the seventh simulation did not contain SMBHs. The other properties of the merged
galaxies were determined in such a way, that the resulting merger remnants would be as similar
as possible to the well studied core galaxy NGC 1600. Naturally, these properties were identical
across all of the simulation runs.
By calculating the surface brightness profiles of the merger remnants in the simulation results, I
found out that only simulations that contained SMBHs produced remnants with cores. Furthermore,
I identified a clear positive correlation between the size of the core and the mass of the coalescing
binary SMBH. Both of these results corroborate the theory, that the cores are formed by interacting
SMBH binaries. This interpretation of the results was further enforced by the fact that, according
to their velocity anisotropy profiles, stellar orbits near the centre of the remnants were tangentially
dominated, implying that stellar particles on more radial orbits had been ejected from the system.
I also generated 2D maps of the stellar line-of-sight velocity distributions in the simulated merger
remnants. These maps showed kinematic properties similar to observed core galaxies, such as
"kinematically distinct cores".
Finally, I compared both photometric and kinematic properties of the simulated merger remnant
containing the largest SMBH binary to the observed properties of NGC 1600. I found that the
simulation and the observations agree well with each other. Since the properties of the simulated
merger remnants follow theoretical expectations and is in general good agreement with the observations, I conclude that the formation of the cores in bright elliptical galaxies is likely caused by
coalescing binary black holes in dry mergers of elliptical galaxies.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Low-Luminosity Cores in Elliptical Galaxies

Studying the distribution of light in galaxies is vital for researching extra-galactic
stellar systems. By drawing an equivalence between the observed light and stellarmass, it is possible to gain information about the internal structure of the systems. Through observations of their luminosity distributions, many massive elliptical galaxies have been found to contain so-called "cores", central regions with nearly
constant surface brightnesses. Since many models of elliptical galaxies assume that
the surface brightness grows gradually towards the centre (e.g. de Vaucouleurs, 1948;
Sérsic, 1968) this property might seem quite curious.
Low-luminosity cores in elliptical galaxies have been observed for a long time
(e.g. King & Minkowski, 1966), however their true nature was initially uncertain. It
was debated whether the observed shallow surface-brightnesses were in-part caused
by atmospheric interference (King, 1978; Schweizer, 1979). Later, high-resolution
CCD-cameras allowed observers to show that the cores were in fact actual photometric structures in the galaxies (Lauer, 1985; Kormendy, 1985). However, it was
not until the launch of the "Hubble Space Telescope" (HST) that the cores could be
studied in detail.
Using data gathered by the HST, Ferrarese et al. (1994) observed that the
shallow cores seemed to occur predominantly in bright ellipticals. In fainter elliptical
galaxies, on the other hand, the surface brightness appeared to grow gradually
towards the centre. This apparent dichotomy between bright and faint ellipticals
was also observed by Lauer et al. (1995), who coined the term "core galaxy" for
the brighter, and "power-law galaxy" for the fainter elliptical galaxies. Nowadays,
the faint ellipticals are also often called "cusp galaxies". This supposed dichotomy
between cored and coreless elliptical galaxies implies, that both types of stellar
systems are formed through a qualitatively different formation mechanism.
The formation of the low-luminosity cores themselves is usually attributed to
1
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the gravitational interactions between stars and a coalescing binary supermassive
black hole (SMBH) (Begelman et al., 1980; Faber et al., 1997; Mo et al., 2010).
These complex three-body interactions between stars and black holes eject stellar
material from the galactic core, lowering its stellar density and luminosity. Since
every massive galaxy is expected to have an SMBH in its centre (Kormendy &
Ho, 2013), SMBH binaries are likely to form in all major galaxy mergers. When
forming cores, it is important that the merging galaxies are gas-poor however. Gas
in a galaxy merger is expected to fall to the centre of the merging system, likely
inducing star-formation which would mask the low-luminosity core.
Determining whether coalescing SMBH binaries in gas-poor galaxy mergers
actually produce cored merger remnants, naturally cannot be done through observations alone. If a merger suitable for studying the problem in question were
observed, the merger event itself would likely take hundreds of millions of years to
conclude. Thus, the only reasonable way of researching the evolution of interacting
stellar systems is through numerical simulations.

1.2

Numerical Simulations of Galactic Interactions

Due to the length of time that interactions between stellar systems take, N-body
simulations have been used to study these processes even before digital computers
could be used for general scientific research. The first numerical simulation of interactions between galaxies was done by Holmberg (1941). He used light-bulbs to
represent mass elements and photocells alongside galvanometers to determine the
gravitational forces between them. However, the simulation consisted of only . 100
"particles". Once digital computers started be used for simulations of stellar systems
in the 1960s, the efficiency of the simulations started to increase.
The initial digital N-body simulations used the so-called "direct summation"
method for calculating the motion of the simulated particles (von Hoerner, 1960;
Aarseth, 1963). In this scheme, the acceleration of a particle is determined, by
summing together the gravitational forces that the other individual particles in
the system induce on the particle in question. In the 1970s, the introduction of
regularisation schemes into N-body simulations, which allow for the removal of the
singularity at r = 0 in the Newtonian equation of motion, further improving their
accuracy (Aarseth, 1999).
The major drawback of the direct summation N-body codes is that they are
computationally expensive when simulating dynamical systems with a large number
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of particles. The number of calculations needed for determining the motion of the N
simulated particles, scales according to N 2 . As a response to this, several simulation
codes with N ln N scaling were developed. The most popular of these is arguably
the Barnes-Hut "tree code", which divides the simulated system into nodes, and
uses the multipole moments of these nodes to calculate the motion of the simulated
particles (Barnes & Hut, 1986). This method has been implemented, for example,
in the widely used GADGET code (Springel et al., 2001). However, while the tree
codes are certainly more efficient than the direct N-body codes, it is still advisable to
use the direct summation method when calculating the dynamics of small systems,
as it produces more accurate results.
Simulating the effects that binary black holes have in galaxy mergers provides
an interesting problem. Direct summation codes are too inefficient for simulating
the large number of particles needed for accurately describing the dynamics of a
large-scale stellar system. On the other hand, N ln N scaling codes, such as tree
codes, do not have the accuracy needed to describe the gravitational interactions
between stars and the binary SMBH, in a physically accurate fashion. One solution
is to use so-called "regularised tree codes". These are analogous to normal tree
codes, however they include algorithmically defined subsystems where the dynamics
are calculated using a regularised direct summation method.
An example of a regularised tree code, and the simulation code used in this
thesis, is the KETJU code by Rantala et al. (2017). It is a combination of the
GADGET-3 tree-code (Springel, 2005) and an integration code that uses the algorithmically regularised chain-method (AR-CHAIN; Mikkola & Merritt 2008) when
calcualting the dynamics in the regularised subsystem. KETJU is specifically made
for galactic scale simulations concerned with the dynamics of supermassive black
holes. As such, the regularised subsystems are centred around particles that correspond to SMBHs.

1.3

Aim of the Thesis

The aim of this thesis is to study, whether a binary supermassive black hole in a
merger of massive gas-poor elliptical galaxies causes the resulting merger remnant
to contain a low-luminosity core. I will be comparing the results of several KETJU
simulations of a similar galaxy merger with each other where only the mass of the
SMBH binary changes from one simulation to another. The analysis of the results
will focus on the photometric and kinematic properties of the merger remnants.

4
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These include the size of the core and the velocity anisotropy profiles of the simulated
stellar particles, among other features. I am also going to compare these properties
to observations of a few known core galaxies.
In chapter 2, I will explain the background theory necessary for understanding
core galaxies and their formation, as well as the simulations and the analysis of their
results. In chapter 3, I go over the computational methods used in the KETJU code.
Furthermore, in this chapter I describe the basic properties that allow KETJU to use
the GADGET-3 tree code in conjunction with the AR-CHAIN integrator. Chapter 4
explains the initial conditions of the simulations and presents the simulation results.
This chapter also includes my analysis and interpretations of said results. Finally,
in chapter 5, I give my conclusions on the thesis, and suggest possible subjects for
further research on the formation of core galaxies.

2. Background Theory
2.1
2.1.1

Elliptical Galaxies
Basic Properties and Classification

Nearly all of the most massive galaxies in the Universe are elliptical galaxies (Es).
They are stellar systems characterised by their ellipsoidal shape, lack of a rapidly
rotating disk, and their small or essentially non-existent content of cool gas and
dust. Furthermore, due to the absence of star formation caused by the lack of dust
and cool gas, the stellar population of elliptical galaxies is generally quite old, with
a mean age of & 10 Gyr (Mo et al., 2010). Their spectra have also been observed to
be quite red in colour (Cappellari, 2016), which correlates well with their old stellar
population, as galactic spectra tend to become redder with age.
Elliptical galaxies are included in the Hubble classification of galaxies (Hubble,
1926). In the Hubble "tuning-fork diagram" (figure 2.1), they are located left of the
point where the sequence diverges into the two spiral galaxy paths. This means that
alongside lenticular galaxies, which are transitional objects between elliptical and
spiral galaxies, elliptical galaxies are so-called "early-type galaxies" (ETGs). ETGs
are, in fact, often defined simply as galaxies that do not contain spiral arms.
In the Hubble classification, elliptical galaxies are further divided into eight
different subcategories according to their observed apparent ellipticity. These categories range from E0 to E7, where the number denotes the ellipticity of the galaxy
multiplied by ten and rounded to the nearest integer. The ellipticity of a galaxy
is simply the measure of how flattened an observed 2D-projection of a ellipsoidal
stellar system is. It can be calculated using the equation:
b
=1− ,
a

(2.1)

where a and b are the semi-major and semi-minor axes of a luminosity isophote (i.e.
a constant luminosity or surface brightness contour), respectively. The larger the
5
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Figure 2.1: A diagram of the Hubble morphological classification of galaxies, often called the
Hubble tuning-fork diagram. According to the Hubble classification, galaxies are divided into
three main categories: elliptical galaxies (called elliptical nebulae in the diagram), spiral galaxies
and barred spiral galaxies. The categories converge at so-called lenticular galaxies, which are
transitional objects between elliptical and spiral galaxies. The image is originally from Hubble
(1936).

ellipticity, the flatter the system ( = 0 denotes a completely spherical galaxy). It is
important to note, however, that the ellipticity of a system depends on the isophote
from which it is calculated. Since the isophotes of elliptical galaxies generally become
flatter the farther they are located from the galactic centre (Binney & Tremaine,
2008), this results in a single galaxy having multiple potential ellipticities. To remedy
this, the Hubble classification uses the ellipticity at the effective radius (Re ) to
determine the subcategory of an elliptical galaxy. The effective radius is the radius
of a sphere that encloses half of the total luminosity of the galaxy. Since galaxies do
not have clearly defined boundaries, Re is also often used as a measure of their size.

2.1.2

Photometry

The photometric properties of elliptical galaxies are often described in terms of the
surface brightness, which represents the amount of observed luminosity from a unit
area. Thus, an important property for studying the general spatial distribution of
stellar material in observed elliptical galaxies, is the one-dimensional radial surface
brightness profile I(R), where R is the projected distance from the centre of the
galaxy. In practice, these profiles can be constructed from observations by calculating the azimuthal averages of the observed surface brightness at every projected
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radius R (Merritt, 2013).
The observed surface brightness profiles of elliptical galaxies are typically
smooth and featureless, declining smoothly as the projected radius grows, until
the galaxy is indistinguishable from the background (Binney & Tremaine, 2008).
These observed "power-law"-like profiles are quite similar in shape across all elliptical galaxies, which has led to the formulation of a multitude of models that attempt
to describe this general shape. An early example of such a model is the "de Vaucouleurs" power-law profile: I ∝ R1/4 (de Vaucouleurs, 1948). This model, however,
is quite simple, and only represents well the profiles of some elliptical galaxies,
namely the bright ellipticals (Merritt, 2013).
Compared to the de Vaucoulers-profile, a more robust and more commonly
used model is the Sérsic-profile (Sérsic, 1968):
h

i

I(R) = Ie exp{−bn (R/Re )1/n },

(2.2)

where R is again the projected distance from the galactic centre, Ie is the surface
brightness at the effective radius, n is the so-called Sérsic index (n = 4 gives a Sérsic
profile which is identical to the de Vaucouleurs profile), and bn is a shape factor,
which is defined so that a circular area with a radius of Re contains half of the total
luminosity of the galaxy. The value for the shape factor can be approximated as
bn ≈ 2n − 0.324, when 1 . n . 10 (Binney & Tremaine, 2008).
The prominent use of the Sérsic-profile is due to the fact that it describes
the observed surface brightness profiles of many different elliptical galaxies very
well for a large range of radii (Merritt, 2013). However, when extrapolated to the
central regions of galaxies, the profile often deviates from the observations. The
galactic cores either contain "missing" or "extra" light, corresponding to what are
often called "cored" or "cuspy" central surface brightness profiles, respectively (e.g.
Kormendy et al., 2009).
Whether the central surface brightness profile of an elliptical galaxy is a shallow
"cored" profile or a steep "cuspy" profile, is seemingly tied to the absolute magnitude
of the galaxy. Typically, bright ellipticals (MV . −22) have central profiles with
missing light, while fainter elliptical galaxies (−22 . MV . −16) contain extra
light at their centres (Kormendy et al., 2009).
This supposed dichotomy between the brighter and fainter ellipticals also extends to the isophotal shapes of the galaxies. Usually the shapes of the isophotes of
elliptical galaxies deviate from exact ellipses. Brighter ellipticals contain so-called
"boxy" isophotes, while the isophotes of the fainter galaxies are typically more "disky"
(Mo et al., 2010). An illustration of the two isophotal shapes can be seen in figure

8
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Figure 2.2: A comparison between the isophotal shapes of "boxy" and "disky" elliptical galaxies.
The solid curves denote the respective isophotal shape, while the dashed lines denote their best-fit
ellipses. The markings on top of the "boxy" isophote illustrate the procedure described by equation
2.3. The figure is adopted from from Mo et al. (2010).

2.2. Whether the shapes of the isophotes are "boxy" or "disky", can be determined
from the deviations of the observed isophotes from their respective best-fit ellipses.
More specifically, this is done by analysing the Fourier-series of the deviations, which
is described by the following formula:
∆(φ) = Riso (φ) − Rell (φ) = a0 +

∞
X

(an cos(nφ) + bn sin(nφ)),

(2.3)

n=1

where Riso (φ) is the radius of the isophote at the angle φ, Rell (φ) is the radius of
the corresponding best-fit ellipse at the same angle, and an and bn are the Fourier
coefficients. If a4 < 0 holds true the isophote is considered "boxy", and if a4 > 0
holds true the shape of the isophote is deemed to be "disky".

2.1.3

Kinematics

The divide between bright (MV . −22) and faint (−22 . MV . −16) elliptical
galaxies, seems to extend also to the kinematic properties of the galaxies (Mo et al.,
2010). The brighter galaxies rotate more slowly, while the rotation of the fainter
galaxies is faster, with luminosity weighted rotational velocities of ∼ 10km/s and
∼ 100km/s, respectively (Davies et al., 1983; Cappellari et al., 2007). Furthermore,
the velocity distributions of the bright "boxy" ellipticals are relatively anisotropic,
with different degrees of velocity dispersion along their three principal axes and a
large amount of random stellar motion compared to the amount of ordered motion.
This contrasts with the more isotropic and ordered velocity distributions of the
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Figure 2.3: Plot of the V /σ – -relation. The solid curve is defined by equation 2.4 and shows the
expected relation for galaxies with isotropic rotation. The filled circles denote elliptical galaxies
with a B-band magnitude of MB > −20.5, while the open circles are for galaxies with MB < −20.5.
The crosses stand for bulges of disk galaxies. The figure is adopted from Davies et al. (1983).

fainter and more "disky" elliptical galaxies (Kormendy et al., 2009; Krajnović et al.,
2008). How ordered the velocity distribution of a galaxy is can be determined by the
values of its V /σ-parameter, where V and σ are the line-of-sight maximum rotational
velocity and the velocity dispersion at the centre of the galaxy, respectively. The
larger the value of the V /σ-parameter, the more ordered the rotation. The value of
V /σ is generally . 0.1 for bright elliptical galaxies, which is smaller than the value
of V /σ ∼ 1 that the fainter elliptical galaxies typically have.
The more ordered and faster rotation of the fainter elliptical galaxies seems
to be, at least in part, consistent with rotational flattening. Rotational flattening
occurs in isotropic rotators, for which the value of the V /σ-parameter is expected
to approximately follow the equation:
V
≈
σ

s


,
1−

(2.4)

where σ is the mean velocity dispersion inside half of the effective radius and  is
the ellipticity of the galaxy (as per equation 2.1). This gives a relationship between
the rotation and the expected ellipticity of the galaxy, often denoted as the V /σ

10
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– -relation. Figure 2.3 shows the V /σ – -relation from equation 2.4 alongside an
observed sample of "bright" and "faint" elliptical galaxies taken from Davies et al.
(1983). By looking at the figure, it is clear that when compared to the brighter
elliptical galaxies, the fainter elliptical galaxies are typically situated closer to the
equation 2.4 curve. This implies that, unlike the bright "boxy" ellipticals, the disky
faint ellipticals are in fact flattened by rotation. The generally weaker flattening of
the brighter elliptical galaxies is then usually attributed to their anisotropic velocity
distributions, since stellar systems are naturally more extended along the axes where
their velocity dispersion is larger.
A further distinction between the bright and relatively faint ellipticals can
be drawn from their gravitational potentials. The "disky" galaxies are assumed to
be axisymmetric, with an ellipsoidal shape containing two identical-length semiprincipal axes (A = B 6= C). On the other hand, the "boxy" galaxies seem to be
triaxial, with all of their semi-principal axes having different lengths (A 6= B 6= C;
Mo et al. 2010).
The triaxial potential of the bright ellipticals can be identified from the fact
that they often contain kinematic misalignments, where the position angle of their
2D projected kinematic axis differs from their photometric minor axis. According
to Mo et al. (2010), these misalignments can arise as a result of two different effects,
both relating to the inclusion of a triaxial potential. Firstly, a kinematic misalignment might be caused by a difference in the directions of the projected and the
apparent observed minor axes of the galaxy. This property is common in triaxial
galaxies due to their asymmetric shape. On the other hand, the deviation in the
position angles might also be the result of the galaxy having an intrinsically misaligned angular momentum. This is also a natural consequence of triaxial potentials,
as they support rotation around all three axes.
Depending on the shape of its gravitational potential, elliptical galaxies support different kinds of stellar orbits. The axisymmetric potentials of the "disky"
elliptical galaxies support both so-called tube-orbits, which trace a ring-like volume
around the axis-of-symmetry, and the cone-shaped saucer-orbits (Merritt, 2013).
Triaxial galaxies, on the other hand, support at least four different kind of orbits,
models of which can be seen in figure 2.4. Three of these are different types of
tube-orbits. The ring-like volume traced by these orbits is located either around the
short axis, the inner long axis, or the outer long axis. The fourth orbital type supported by triaxial galaxies is the box-orbit. These orbits fill a rectangular volume,
and stars that inhabit them can move through the centre of the galaxy. Box-orbits
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(a) Box-orbit

(b) Short-axis tube-orbit

(c) Inner long-axis tube-orbit

(d) Outer long-axis tube-orbit

Figure 2.4: Models of different orbital types that can occur in triaxial potentials for the stars
within elliptical galaxies. The figures are adopted from Statler (1987).
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are often the dominant stellar component in triaxial potential models, giving the
"boxy" elliptical galaxies their characteristic shape (Binney & Tremaine, 2008).

2.1.4

Formation Models

There are two main models for the formation of elliptical galaxies: the monolithic
collapse scenario and the merger scenario (Mo et al., 2010). In the monolithic
collapse scenario, elliptical galaxies are formed through the collapse and stabilization
of some initial condition, which results in the simultaneous formation of the stellar
material and assembly of the galaxy. Depending on whether the initial conditions
contain gas, this collapse can either be "dissipative" or "dissipationless". In general,
in a dissipative process the system loses some of its total energy through radiation,
while in a dissipationless process the total energy is conserved. Thus, the inclusion of
a gaseous component in the initial conditions of the collapse makes it dissipative, as
the gas is turned into stars during the collapse. Naturally, this star formation does
not occur if the initial conditions are gas-free, making the collapse dissipationless.
Assuming that the monolithic collapse scenario is dissipative, the model in
question has been found to reproduce several features observed in actual ellipticals.
These include, for example, a smaller ratio of dark matter to baryonic matter in the
centre of the galaxy than in the outer regions (Mo et al., 2010). However, the main
problem of the collapse model is that it is not compatible with the concordance Λ
Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) model cosmology for the universe, which assumes a bottom up hierarchical formation for observed large-scale structures. These structures
are expected to form gradually through mergers of smaller dark matter haloes. In
addition, within a ΛCDM Universe, it is predicted that star formation and the merging of dark matter halos remain on-going processes. This is in stark contrast to the
monolithic collapse scenario, whereby after the initial collapse the resulting stellar
system evolves mostly passively, meaning that the galaxy would not experience any
major mergers nor star-formation.
The second formation model, the merger scenario, suggests that elliptical
galaxies are formed through mergers of two or more pre-existing and fully formed
galaxies (Mo et al., 2010). This means that, in its purest form, the merger scenario assumes that star formation and the assembly of the final galaxy do not occur
concurrently, and that they are independent subsequent processes. Naturally, this
pure version of the merger scenario, where star formation in elliptical galaxies has
effectively ceased once the merging of dark matter haloes begins, can not be fully
reconciled with the ΛCDM cosmology.

2.1. ELLIPTICAL GALAXIES
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It has been suggested that elliptical galaxies are formed through a two-phased
mechanism that combines both the monolithic collapse and the merger scenarios
(e.g. Oser et al., 2010). According to this model, the stellar material in elliptical
galaxies is initially (at redshifts 2 . z . 6) accumulated through a process similar
to the ’monolithic collapse’ scenario, where the stars are formed ’in-situ’ by flows of
cold gas. Afterwards (z . 3), the elliptical galaxies are expected to grow as a result
of both minor and major galaxy mergers (i.e. the accumulated stars are formed
’ex-situ’).
Taking into account the hierarchical nature of the ΛCDM-cosmology, the formation models that include galaxy mergers seem to be the most representative of
the actual mechanism from which elliptical galaxies have been formed. Thus, the
existence of the observed photometric and kinematic dichotomy between the "core"
and "cusp" galaxies has been interpreted to be the result of differences in their respective merger histories. There are multiple properties that can affect the merger
remnant. For example, the ratio between the masses of the galaxy progenitors in
the merger, which has an effect on its rotational velocity (Naab & Burkert, 2003).
However, the observed dichotomy is usually attributed to the existence of dissipative
components in the merging galaxies (Mo et al., 2010).
The fainter elliptical galaxies with "cuspy" central surface brightness profiles,
are generally thought to have been formed through dissipative mergers of gas-rich
progenitor galaxies. Driven by tidal perturbations during the merger, this gas is
expected to accumulate in the centre of the merger remnant, resulting in a nuclear
starburst (Barnes & Hernquist, 1991). This sudden increase in the central stellar
density, would account for the extra-light seen in the surface brightness profiles of
the faint galaxies (Hopkins et al., 2008), and would deepen the central gravitational
potential well, causing the velocity dispersion in the core regions of the remnant
galaxy to rise (Barnes & Hernquist, 1996). The stronger central gravitational potential would also cause the gravitational potential of the whole galaxy to become
more axisymmetric. As box-orbits can only occur in triaxial-potentials, this would
result in the remnant becoming more disk-like in shape, which is a characteristic
appearance for the fainter elliptical galaxies (Naab et al., 2006).
In contrast, the predicted formation mechanism for "core" galaxies is that of
a dissipationless "dry" merger. The formation of massive slowly rotating galaxies
is assumed to be a two-stage process, similar to the model proposed by Oser et al.
(2010). Initially, the accumulation of stellar mass in "core" galaxies is driven by
rapid "in-situ" star formation caused by inflows of cold gas. Afterwards, during
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redshift 3 > z > 0, their growth in mass is dominated by major gas-poor ETG
mergers (with merger progenitor mass ratios of ∼ 0.3 − 3; Ciotti et al. 2007; Naab
et al. 2009). Since massive galaxies are expected to contain central supermassive
black holes, it is often proposed that the "cores" in bright ellipticals are a result of a
scouring process, whereby the central binary black holes coalesce, during which they
eject stellar material from the centre of the merger remnant in complex three-body
interactions.

2.2

Core Galaxies

While the basic principle of core galaxies being galaxies with "missing" light at their
centre is easy to grasp, giving an explicit definition for what exactly constitutes a
core galaxy is somewhat more challenging. One definition given for core galaxies, is
that they are elliptical galaxies with an observed surface brightness profile defined
similarly to equation 2.7, where the inner logarithmic slope has a value of γ < 0.3
(Lauer et al., 1995, 2007a). However this definition is problematic, as galaxies that
do not contain a central light deficit but have a low value for the Sérsic index n, can
also have shallow inner profiles (Graham et al., 2003). Thus, a simplified definition
proposed by Kormendy & Bender (1999), describes core galaxies as galaxies with a
surface brightness profile that is a combination of two different profiles. These being
a shallow inner profile and a steep outer power-law profile. This definition is also
questionable however, since it results in a disconnection with the curved outer Sérsic
profiles that are known to exist (Dullo & Graham, 2012). Graham et al. (2003) then
suggest that, core galaxies should simply be defined through the light deficit in
their observed central surface brightness profile. This deficit can be identified by
extrapolating the outer Sérsic profile to the inner regions.
The size of the core is an important property of elliptical core galaxies. Its
relation to the other properties observed in the galaxy can be used to derive information about the formation history of both the galaxy itself and the low-luminosity
core. Usually the core-size is determined by fitting observed surface brightness profiles with a model, that combines a shallow inner profile and a steep outer profile.
The radius at which the outer profile changes to the the inner profile is called the
break radius (rb ), and is commonly denoted as the radius of the core.
There are two frequently used options for modelling the surface brightness
profiles. The first one is the core-Sérsic profile (Graham et al., 2003), which can be
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expressed using the following equation:


µ(r) = µ0 1 +



rb
r

α γ/α

o

n

exp −bn [(rα + rbα ) /reα ]1/(αn) ,

(2.5)

where rb is the break radius, γ is the logarithmic slope of the inner power-law profile,
α controls the sharpness of the transition between the two profiles, bn , re and n are
the shape factor, effective half-mass radius and the Sérsic index of the outer Sérsic
profile respectively, and the normalization factor µ0 is defined by:
0
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(2.6)

,

where µb is the surface brightness at the break radius.
The second option is to use the so called Nuker profile, a combination of two
power-law profiles (Lauer et al., 1995). The Nuker profile can be written as follows:
(β−γ)/α

µ(r) = 2



µb

rb
r

γ 

r
1+
rb


α (γ−β)/α

,

(2.7)

where rb is once again the break radius, µb is the surface brightness at the break
radius, β and γ are the logarithmic slopes of the power-laws inside and outside of the
break radius respectively, and α once again describes the sharpness of the transition
between the two slopes.
In addition to the model fitting methods described above, one could also estimate the size of the core by calculating the so-called "cusp radius" rγ . The cusp
radius is the distance from the centre of the galaxy, at which the logarithmic slope
of the surface brightness profile equals γ 0 = −1/2 (Carollo et al., 1997; Lauer et al.,
2007b). This distance provides an estimate for the location where the inner powerlaw profile changes into the outer profile. Thus, rγ can be equated to the core
radius.

2.3

Core Formation Through Black Hole Mergers

As stated before, the current leading mechanism for the formation of the cores seen
in massive ETGs, is the ejection of stellar material due to three-body interactions
between the stars and a binary supermassive black hole during an ETG merger (e.g.
Faber et al., 1997; Milosavljević et al., 2002; Mo et al., 2010). Core formation is
expected to occur specifically during "dry" ETG mergers, as due to the lack of gas,
there will be little merger induced star-formation.
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There are three different, and potentially overlapping, phases for SMBH mergers: the dynamical friction phase, the three-body interaction phase, and the gravitational wave radiation phase (Merritt, 2013). In each of the three phases, a different
process removes kinetic energy and shrinks the separation between the coalescing
SMBHs.

2.3.1

The Dynamical Friction Phase

During the dynamical friction phase, the relative orbits of the central SMBHs of
the merging galaxies shrink due to changes in their kinetic energies, caused by socalled dynamical friction. Originally proposed by Chandrasekhar (1943), it is argued
that stars experience a net decelerating gravitational force when moving through a
population of field-stars. As the subject star moves through the stellar population
its gravitational influence causes the relative trajectories of nearby field-stars to
curve behind it. This causes the concentration of mass to become larger behind the
subject star than in front of it. The distribution of mass relative to the subject star
then becomes asymmetric, causing a gravitational force opposite to its direction of
motion, causing the star to experience a net decelerating force. A sketch of this
mechanism can be seen in figure 2.5. Important to note is that, while dynamical
friction has so-far only been discussed as being caused by stars, other baryonic
matter, as well as dark matter, also contribute to its strength.
Dynamical friction also applies to the central SMBHs in galaxy mergers, as
they move through the stellar population and the dark matter halo of the galaxy
merging with their host. Dynamical friction is initially the main mechanism which
shrinks the orbits of the SMBHs, causing them to sink to the potential centre. The
strength of the dynamical friction force induced upon the individual SMBHs, can
be described by the following equation (Binney & Tremaine, 2008):
FDF

Z
v • − va
dv•
2
2
= −4πG M m ln Λ d3 va f (va )
=M
dt
|v• − va |3 ,

(2.8)

where M and v• are the mass and velocity of the SMBH, respectively; m and
va are the mass and velocity of a field-particle; f (va ) is the phase space density
(see section 2.5.1) of the field-particles; and ln Λ is described by the equation ln Λ '


ln bbmax
, with bmax and b90 being the maximum length and the 90◦ reflection impact
90
parameters, respectively.
As can be seen from equation 2.8, the strength of the dynamical friction force
scales with the mass of the SMBH as FDF ∝ M 2 . This shows that the time it takes
for an object to fall to the centre of a stellar system as a result of a dynamical
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Figure 2.5: A graphical depiction of dynamical friction. The point denoted as M depicts the
object moving through a population of field-stars. The smaller dots and the lines are the field-stars
and their trajectories, respectively. The arrows show the velocity (−v) of the stars in relation to
the mass M . The figure is adopted from Mo et al. (2010).

friction driven inspiral is strongly dependent on the mass of said object. Thus in
galaxy mergers, only objects that have a large enough mass, such as SMBHs, can
fall to the centre of the merger within a reasonable time frame. This can be seen
in for example globular clusters, which are old gas-free stellar systems with masses
of M ∼ 105 M (Binney & Tremaine, 2008). They can still be seen orbiting around
the nucleus of the Milky Way, implying that despite their relatively large mass, the
time-scale for their inspiral is longer than the age of the Milky Way.
The effects of dynamical friction continue until the black holes form a so-called
"hard binary". A hard binary is a binary system with a binding energy that is larger
than the kinetic energy of the field stars (Binney & Tremaine, 2008). The formation
of a hard binary occurs when the relative velocities of the black holes in the binary
become much larger than the velocity dispersion of the surrounding stars. This, in
turn occurs when the coalescing black holes reach a separation of:
a=

Gµ
,
4σ

(2.9)

where σ is the velocity dispersion of the surrounding stars, and µ is the reduced
mass of the binary, defined using the masses M1 and M2 of the black holes as:
µ = M1 M2 /(M1 + M2 ) (Merritt, 2013).

2.3.2

The Three-Body Interaction Phase

The three-body interaction phase of the SMBH merger, is the phase that is assumed
to cause the actual formation of the core. In this phase, the removal of the orbital
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energy and the shrinking of the orbit, are caused by complex three-body interactions
between the SMBH binary and the surrounding stars. The phase in question usually
starts before the formation of the hard binary, at the point when the smaller SMBH
falls inside the gravitational sphere-of-influence (SOI) of the more massive black hole
(Merritt, 2013). At this point the SMBHs are considered to be a binary system.
The SOI of an SMBH is the spherical region in space, where the gravitational
force of the SMBH dominates over the force of the surrounding stars. It encompasses
an amount of stellar mass, equivalent to the mass of the black hole. If the velocity
dispersion (σ) of the stars near the SMBH is known, then the radius of the spherical
region can be determined by comparing the σ to the velocity of a particle on a
circular orbit around the SMBH. The following formula describes the length of the
so-called influence radius (Merritt, 2013):
rSOI

GM•
M•
≡
≈ 10.8
2
σ
108 M

!

σ
200 km s−1

−2

pc,

(2.10)

where G is the gravitational constant, and M• is the mass of the black hole.
As stated before, the orbital energy of the binary is reduced through strong
interactions between the binary and surrounding field-stars. Certain stars are able to
interact strongly with the SMBH binary, increasing their kinetic energy, and causing
them to be ejected at high speeds in a "gravitational slingshot" event. This growth
in the kinetic energy of the ejected stars happens at the expense of the orbital energy
of the SMBH binary, causing the orbit of the binary to shrink. Whether a star can
interact strongly with the SMBH binary, is determined by its relation to the losscone. The loss-cone is a region in phase space (see section 2.5.1 for the explanation of
phase space), where the angular momentum of a star fulfils the following condition:
L . [G(M1 + M2 )a]1/2 ,

(2.11)

where M1 and M2 are the masses of the black holes in the SMBH binary, and a is
the semi-major axis of the binary orbit (Binney & Tremaine, 2008). Only stars that
are located inside the loss-cone can interact strongly with the binary.

2.3.3

The Gravitational Radiation Phase

Once the three-body interactions with field-stars have shrunk the orbit of the SMBH
binary enough, gravitational radiation in the form of gravitational waves becomes a
significant factor in the evolution of the binary, marking the start of the gravitational
wave radiation phase. This occurs when the separation of the SMBHs has become
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less than:
(

a=

64 G3 M1 M2 (M1 + M2 )F (e)
5
c5

)1/4

(2.12)

,

where G is the gravitational constant, M1 and M2 are the masses of the black holes,
c is the speed of light, and F (e) is an eccentricity-dependent factor.
The orbital energy of the binary is radiated away in the form of gravitational
waves, causing the semi-major axis of the binary orbit to become smaller. Interestingly, this also causes the eccentricity of the binary orbit to start to converge at 0.
This effect is the result of the asymmetry seen in the decrease of the kinetic energy of
the binary between the pericentre and the apocentre of the orbit. Due to its dependence on the acceleration of the object, the strength of the gravitational radiation is
largest when the separation between the SMBHs is at its smallest, meaning that the
most significant reduction to the kinetic energies of the black holes occurs near the
pericentre of the binary orbit. This circularising effect on the orbit, is analogous to
the procedure used to reduce the eccentricity of the orbits of satellites. The velocity of the satellite is decelerated near the pericentre. Due to this deceleration, the
satellite is unable to climb as far out in the gravitational well of the central body as
it used to. Thus, only the distance between the central body and the apocentre of
the orbit is reduced, resulting in a smaller eccentricity.
An approximation of the rates at which the semi-major axis and the eccentricity of the binary orbit change can be determined using so-called post-Newtonian
dynamics (post-Newtonian dynamics is discussed in greater detail in section 2.7).
The following equations show these changes averaged over the orbital period, when
taking into account PN-terms valid at 2.5PN (Peters, 1964):
*

and:

da
dt
*

+

de
dt

=−

+

64 G3 M1 M2 (M1 + M2 )
73
37
1 + e2 + e4 ,
5
3
2
7/2
5
c a (1 − e )
24
96




304 G3 M1 M2 (M1 + M2 )
121 2
=−
e
e ,
1+
5
4
2
5/2
15
c a (1 − e )
304


(2.13)



(2.14)

for the semi-major axis and the eccentricity, respectively.
Once enough gravitational energy has been radiated, and the orbit of the black
holes has shrunk sufficiently, the SMBHs merge, forming a single black hole. The
time it takes for gravitational radiation to cause the coalescence of an SMBH binary,
can be calculated using the following equation (Merritt, 2013):
(1 + q)2
tgr ≈ 6 × 106
q

a
0.01 pc

!4

M1 + M2
108 M

!−3

(1 − e2 )7/2 yr,

(2.15)
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where q ≡ M2 /M1 ≤ 1. As equation 2.15 shows, the efficiency of the final SMBH
merger phase depends heavily on the separation between the black holes in the
binary (tgr ∝ a4 ), as well as the eccentricity of the binary orbit (tgr ∝ (1 − e2 )7/2 ).

2.3.4

The Final-Parsec Problem

The fact that the gravitational radiation driven coalescence is effective only at very
small binary SMBH separations could provide a problem for the existence of actual
SMBH mergers. When the SMBH binaries form at the centres of the galaxies their
separation is usually ∼ 1 pc. As equation 2.15 shows, assuming that the SMBH
masses are ∼ 108 M , and that the binary orbit is circular (e = 0, which is admittedly
unrealistic, as the SMBH merger orbits are highly elliptical during most of the
merger), the black holes would coalesce in a time-scale far longer than the age
of the Universe (the coalescence time-scale would be ∼ 300 Gyr, while the age
of the Universe is ∼ 13.4 Gyr). Whether three-body interactions can sufficiently
decrease the initial binary separation in order for the gravitational radiation driven
coalescence to become efficient, is not certain. As seen in equation 2.11, the size
of the loss-cone shrinks as the orbit of the binary becomes smaller. This leads to
the problem where, both due to its shrinking size and the ejection of mass from the
loss-cone, the number of stars that can interact strongly with the binary becomes so
small that the three-body interaction driven coalescence of the SMBHs effectively
ceases. This is "the final-parsec problem" (Milosavljević & Merritt, 2003).
Several mechanisms which attempt to reconcile the final-parsec problem by
"repopulating" the loss-cone have been proposed. These work by supplying the losscone with additional stars that can be ejected, further shrinking the orbit of the
binary. One such mechanism is the repopulation of the loss-cone as result of twobody relaxation (see section 2.5.1 for further discussion on relaxation). However,
this process has been found to be too inefficient. In nearly all observed galaxies, the
relaxation time-scales inside the SOI of the central SMBHs seem to be ∼ 1011 yr,
which is larger than the Hubble time (∼ 14 Gyr; Faber et al. 1997; Milosavljević & Merritt 2001). Another proposed repopulation mechanism is the secondary
slingshot. In this mechanism the ejected star experiences two interactions with the
SMBH binary, effectively decreasing its energy twice. The initial interaction between the binary and an orbiting star only moves the star into another bound orbit,
from which it may interact with the binary once more (Merritt, 2013). It is also
possible that the triaxial geometry of massive elliptical galaxies could account for
the repopulation of the loss-cone. Torques resulting from the non-spherical gravi-
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tational potential in triaxial galaxies can change the angular momentum of stars,
potentially causing some stars outside of the loss-cone to be included in the loss-cone
regime (Merritt, 2013; Gualandris et al., 2017). Through simulations, Gualandris
et al. (2017) have shown that this "collisionless orbit diffusion" can account for the
repopulation of the loss-cone. They even conclude that there is no "final-parsec
problem".

2.3.5

Observational Evidence for Core Formation Through
SMBH Mergers

Whether the cores within elliptical galaxies actually form through black hole mergers
depends on how probable the occurrence of the events outlined in the previous
sections are. The observed relation between the mass of a central SMBH and the
velocity dispersion of its host galaxy (see equation 2.17) has shown that all massive
galaxies have supermassive black holes in their centres. Thus a merger of two massive
galaxies would undoubtedly contain two SMBHs.
There have also been some direct observational evidence for SMBH binaries
occurring in the centres of galaxies. For example, Rodriguez et al. (2006) observed
two active galactic nuclei (AGN) with a projected separation of ∼ 7.3 pc in the
galaxy NGC 6240. Since AGN are powered by accretion of material onto supermassive black holes, and since the total mass of these supposed BHs in NGC 6240 is
∼ 1.5 × 108 M , both of the AGN are inside the gravitational influence radius of
the other, and the SMBHs would thus be considered to be a binary. The presence
of an SMBH binary has also been observed in the active galaxy OJ 287, where the
periodical optical variations of the AGN has been attributed to a smaller SMBH
passing through the accretion disk of the larger active black hole (Merritt, 2013).
As for the existence of black hole mergers, recent gravitational wave observations performed using the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory
(LIGO, Abbott et al. 2016, 2019), have provided unequivocal evidence that at least
stellar-mass black hole mergers can occur. Though SMBH mergers have yet to be
observed, the fact that black hole mergers have been shown to exist, alongside the
aforementioned binary SMBH observations, greatly supports the idea that merging supermassive black holes could play a part in the evolution of some galaxies.
Furthermore, taking into account the fact that our current cosmological paradigm
expects galaxies to have been formed through hierarchical mergers of other galaxies,
and that all merger progenitor galaxies most likely already contain a central SMBH,
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Figure 2.6: Plots of the M• – rb relation (rb denotes the core radius) from equation 2.16, alongside
the observed data from which the relation has been deduced. The original figure is from Thomas
et al. (2016).

it stands to reason that binary SMBHs should exist at some point in most galaxies.
Thus, the rarity of binary SMBH observations implies that many of these binary
SMBHs have already merged, further suggesting that SMBH mergers are taking
place.

2.3.6

Black Hole Scaling Relations

The observed sizes of low-luminosity cores have been found to correlate with the
mass of the central SMBH of the galaxy. Both simulations and observations have
shown that a relation between the central SMBH mass (M• ) and the quantity of the
observed mass deficit (Mdef ) exists (Graham, 2004; Merritt, 2006; Dullo & Graham,
2014). Furthermore, there seems to be a relation between the mass of the SMBH
and the radius of the depleted core. Thomas et al. (2016) derive the following scaling
relation from observed core sizes and central black hole mass measurements:
log10

M•
M

!

!

= (1.17 ± 0.14) log10

rb
+ (10.27 ± 0.51).
kpc

(2.16)

Figure 2.6 shows this relation alongside observed values for the core radius and
the corresponding central black hole mass. While there seems to be quite a bit
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Figure 2.7: Plots of both the M• – LB,bulge (left) and M• – σ (right) relations, as given by
Ferrarese & Ford (2005). The luminosity is given in B-magnitudes in the plot of the M• – LB,bulge
relation, and the relation itself differs somewhat from the one described in equation 2.18. The
open circles denote observations from the bulges of spiral galaxies, and the filled circles denote
observations from elliptical galaxies. The figures are originally from Ferrarese & Ford (2005).

of scatter between the modelled relation and the observed values, the mass of the
central SMBH seems to be connected to the properties of the core. Furthermore,
similar relations have been observed by, for example, Dullo & Graham (2012).
Though not necessarily proving that the formation of the central SMBH is
connected to the development of the core; further evidence that the central black
hole is inherently linked to the properties of its host galaxy can be seen in the three
main scaling relations of the SMBH mass. The first is the M• − σ relation (Ferrarese
& Ford, 2005):
σ
M•
= (1.66 ± 0.24)
8
10 M
200 km s−1


(4.86±0.43)

,

(2.17)

where σ is the velocity dispersion. The second relation is the M• − Lbulge relation
(Marconi & Hunt, 2003):
log10

M•
M

!

= (1.13 ± 0.12) log10

LK,bulge
LK,

!

+ (8.21 ± 0.07),

(2.18)

where LK,bulge is the luminosity of the galactic bulge in K-band magnitudes. Finally,
the third relation is the M• − Mbulge relation (Marconi & Hunt, 2003):
log10

M•
M

!

= (0.96 ± 0.07) log10

Mbulge
M

!

+ (8.28 ± 0.06),

(2.19)
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Figure 2.8: Plots of both the M• – LK,bulge (left) and M• – Mbulge (right) relations, alongside
the observed data. The solid lines describe the relations given by equations 2.18 and 2.19. The
dashed lines are simple "least-squares" fits. The figures are adopted from Marconi & Hunt (2003).

where Mbulge is the mass of the central bulge. Plots for these three relations can be
seen in figures 2.7 and 2.8.
The above relations are often explained to be the result of feedback-effects
caused by the growth of the central SMBH, thus they been used as evidence for the
coevolution of the central black holes and their host galaxy. SMBHs are expected to
gather most of their mass through the accretion of gas (Soltan, 1982), which causes
the aforementioned feedback-effects. These effects can be radiative or kinetic, and
occur in the form of radiation from the accretion disk and outflows formed from the
accreted material, respectively. The strength of the feedback is dependent on the
gas accretion rate, and as a consequence, the mass of the accreting black hole. If
the SMBH is massive enough, the energy released through the feedback-effects can
overcome the galactic bulge binding energy (Ebulge ≈ Mbulge σ 2 ; e.g. Fabian 2012),
sweeping away the interstellar gas from the bulge, thus effectively stopping star
formation and further mass accretion by the black hole. Since the binding energy
of the bulge is dependent on its mass and velocity dispersion, it is thus strongly
implied that this kind of a self-regulating process could result in the M• – σ and
M• – Mbulge relations. The M• – Lbulge relation would then naturally arise as a
consequence of the bulge-mass relation.

2.4. INTEGRAL-FIELD SPECTROSCOPY
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Figure 2.9: IFU-maps of the mean line-of-sight velocities (top figures) and line-of-sight velocity
dispersions (bottom figures) from the galaxies NGC 3414 and NGC 4191. The figures are adopted
from Krajnović et al. (2011).

2.4

Integral-Field Spectroscopy

Integral-field spectroscopy (IFS) has become an essential part of studying the kinematic properties of ETGs, as it allows for the spatial analysis of galactic spectra.
IFS is conducted using instruments called "integral-field units" (IFU), which calculate the spectrum of the observed light for each pixel. Often the signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N ) of the singular pixels is quite poor. To improve the S/N , the pixel measurements are usually combined into so-called "spaxels" (i.e. spatial pixels) using an
algorithm, such as the Voronoi-tessellation algorithm (Cappellari & Copin, 2003).
This results in IFU-maps similar to figure 2.9.
By creating a histogram out of the observed velocities in the pixels forming a
spaxel, the spaxels can show the line-of-sight velocity distribution (LOSVD) of the
regions in the observed galaxy that they encompass. The analysis of the LOSVDs is
done by fitting the velocity histogram with some theoretical distribution function.
Since the LOSVDs are usually similar to a Gaussian distribution function, but rarely
purely Gaussian (Mo et al., 2010), the fitted distribution function is quite often (e.g.
in the SAURON and ATLAS3D projects, as well as the MASSIVE survey; Bacon
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et al. 2001; Cappellari et al. 2011; Ma et al. 2014) in the form of the modified
Gaussian function (van der Marel & Franx, 1993; Bender et al., 1994):
f (v) = I0 e−γ

2 /2

(1 + h3 H3 (y) + h4 H4 (y)),

(2.20)

where I0 is a normalization constant, γ is the central slope of the particle density
profile, y = (v − Vavg )/σ, and H3 and H4 are the third and fourth order Hermite
polynomials respectively:
 √
√  √
H3 (y) = 2 2y 3 − 3 2y / 6,

 √
H4 (y) = 4y 4 − 12y 2 + 3 / 24.

(2.21)
(2.22)

The four remaining parameters: the average LOS velocity Vavg , the LOS velocity
dispersion σ, and the third and fourth order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4 ,
which represent skewness and kurtosis respectively, are usually the parameters that
are of interest.
By using IFS, a number of different kinematic features have been observed in
ETGs. These features include: areas with low-level velocities or disk-like rotation,
as well as regions where the kinematic axis of the galaxy is misaligned with its
photometric axis (Emsellem et al., 2007). IFS has also helped identify so-called
Kinematically Distinct Cores (KDCs), which are central regions of galaxies with
an angular momentum that has a different direction compared to the rest of the
galaxy. There has also been evidence of Counter Rotating Cores (CRCs), which
are galactic cores that have a difference of around 180◦ in the position angle of
their angular momentum vector, when compared to their immediate surroundings
(Krajnović et al., 2011).

2.4.1

Slow and Fast Rotators

Using LOSVD measurements done with IFS, Emsellem et al. (2007) have defined an
explicit way to classify galaxies as either so-called slow or fast rotators. The basis
for this classification is the λR parameter (sometimes called the spin parameter),
which describes the angular momentum of a galaxy, and is defined as:
λR ≡

hR|V |i
√
,
hR V 2 + σ 2 i

(2.23)

where R is the projected distance from the galactic centre, V is the line-of-sight
velocity, σ is the velocity dispersion and h i denote that the nominator and denominator in the equation are luminosity weighted means. From binned 2D kinematic
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maps, such as the ones given by IFS observations, this property can be calculated
using the following formula:
PNp

λR = P N
p

i=1

i=1

Fi Ri |Vi |
q

Fi Ri Vi2 + σi2

,

(2.24)

where Fi , Ri , Vi and σi are the flux, projected distance from the galaxy centre,
velocity and velocity dispersion of the ith bin, and Np is the number of bins.
Determining whether a galaxy is a fast or a slow rotator using λR , is done
by comparing the value that the parameter gets at the galaxy’s effective radius,
to some pre-defined threshold. The originally used threshold is: λRe < 0.1, where
λRe is the value of the λR -parameter at the effective radius, and galaxies fulfilling
this condition are classified as slow rotators (Emsellem et al., 2007). A revision
of the threshold by Emsellem et al. (2011) takes the ellipticity () of the galaxy
√
into account, and defines slow rotators as having λRe < 0.31 , accounting for the
increased anisotropy in the kinematics of flatter galaxies. An even further refinement
of the slow rotator definition has been proposed by Cappellari (2016), whereby slow
rotator galaxies are determined using the following two criteria: λRe < 0.08 + /4
and  < 0.4. The former criterion of the threshold reduces the risk of misidentifying
very round non-regular slow rotators as fast rotators, while the latter makes sure
that only sufficiently round galaxies are classified as slow rotators (Cappellari argues
that "genuine" disk-less slow rotators are all rounder than  = 0.4).
Slow rotator galaxies, when defined using the above methods, often contain
KDCs. In addition, they usually exhibit anisotropic velocity distributions, little to
no large-scale rotation, kinematic misalignments and twists (Emsellem et al., 2007;
Cappellari et al., 2007). The velocity distributions of fast rotators, on the other
hand, are isotropic and their kinematic axis is aligned closely with their photometric
axis (Emsellem et al., 2007). They also have disk-like kinematics and nearly oblate
shapes (Cappellari et al., 2007).
As expected, the dichotomy between slow and fast rotators clearly mirrors the
kinematic differences between "boxy" and "disky" ellipticals. This implies that the
cored and cuspy elliptical galaxies should follow the slow and fast rotator divide as
well. Krajnović et al. (2013) find that this indeed does seem to be the case, although
there are a few exceptions. Nevertheless, even when accounting for these exceptions,
Cappellari (2016) considers the agreement to be good enough, for one to adequately
draw conclusions about the photometry or kinematics of these galaxies, solely by
knowledge about whether they are classified as slow or fast rotators.
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Galactic Dynamics
Collisional And Collisionless Systems

The motion of stars in stellar systems is caused by gravitational forces. However,
due to the long-range nature of gravity, in expansive systems with a very large
number of stars, the stellar motion is dominated by the gravitational influence of
the numerous far-away stars, instead of a few strong close encounters. For this
reason when modelling such systems, it is often appropriate to ignore changes in the
orbits of stars caused by specific stellar encounters, and simply approximate their
motion as being caused by a smooth continuous gravitational potential. Systems
where this approximation is applicable are called "collisionless systems", whereas
systems where the modelling of the stellar motion requires knowledge about the
effects caused by distinct particle interactions are called "collisional systems".
A stellar system can be approximated as collisionless if its "relaxation time" is
significantly longer than its age. The relaxation time is defined as the time it takes
for the cumulative effect of encounters between a subject star and multiple field
stars to change the orbit of the subject star in such a significant way that its initial
conditions can not be inferred from its current motion. This process is often called
"two-body relaxation". The relaxation time of a system can be calculated using the
following formula (Binney & Tremaine, 2008):
trelax '

0.1N
tcross ,
ln N

(2.25)

where N is the number of particles in the system and tcross is the crossing time,
defined as the time it takes for a typical field-star to cross the system once. The value
of the crossing time can be estimated using the radius of the system R and the typical
field-star velocity v, as tcross = R/v. The relaxation times of galaxies are generally
much longer than the age of the Universe (∼ 13.8 Gyr). For example, the relaxation
time of the solar neighbourhood is trelax ' 6 × 1014 yr. Thus, approximating galaxies
as collisionless systems is a valid assumption.
Of specific interest to collisionless systems is the concept of "phase space".
Phase space is a six-dimensional space, where in addition to the three basic Cartesian position coordinates (x, y, z), the possible states of a system are additionally
described by the three velocity coordinates (vx , vy , vz ). If all stars in a system have
identical masses, these six dimensions can describe every dynamical state that a
star can have. The state of the whole stellar system at a certain time t can then be
described using the stellar distribution function f (x, v, t), also known as the phase
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space density. Thus, the use of phase space allows one to model the general motion
in stellar systems, while neglecting to calculate the motion of specific stars.
In collisionless systems, stellar trajectories are smooth and continuous, making
the motion of stars analogous to flowing fluid. Much like how the mass density of
a fluid is conserved along the flow, the phase space density f (x, v, t) is conserved
around a star moving in the phase space. This means that the time-dependent
behaviour of the system can be modelled using the "collisionless Boltzmann equation"
(Merritt, 2013):
∂f
∂f
+ v · ∇f − ∇φ ·
= 0,
(2.26)
∂t
∂v
where φ is the gravitational potential of the system. By integrating this equation
over velocity, it is possible to derive equations which relate the gravitational potential of the stellar system to its moments of velocity distribution. These moments
are statistical properties that can often be measured from observations. Thus, by
using equation 2.26, one can model the gravitational potential of a galaxy, without
the knowledge of specific stellar orbits, through observations of the general stellar
dynamics of a galaxy.

2.5.2

Potential-Density Models

When using the "collisionless system"-approximation to model a stellar system,
knowledge about its gravitational potential is fundamental. If the mass-density
distribution of the galaxy is known, the corresponding potential can be calculated
from the Poisson’s equation (Binney & Tremaine, 2008):
∇2 φ = 4πGρ,

(2.27)

where φ is the gravitational potential, G is the gravitational constant, and ρ is the
aforementioned mass-density distribution. Different types of galaxies can, of course,
have different mass distributions, which leads us to the so-called "potential-density
models". These models describe galaxies using different density distributions, and
then calculate their corresponding gravitational potential using the Poisson’s equation. The initial mass-density distribution in the models is often derived in such a
way, that it is able to account for properties observed in actual galaxies (e.g. the
Dehnen model described below).
One of the most popular potential-density models used when approximating
elliptical galaxies, is the spherically symmetric Dehnen-model (Dehnen, 1993). The
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Dehnen-model is defined as:
ρ(r) =

φ(r) =

(3 − γ)M
a
,
γ
4π
r (r + a)4−γ



2−γ 
1
r

−
1−

GM
2−γ
×
a
ln r
r+a

r+a

(2.28)
γ 6= 2
,

(2.29)

γ=2

where M is the total mass, a is the scaling radius, and γ is the central slope of the
profile. There are a few reasons why this model in particular is often used. Firstly,
the density profile is a combination of two power-laws. This is similar to many
observed luminosity and surface brightness profiles in Es (see section 2.1.2), and
also many simulated dark-matter profiles (Binney & Tremaine, 2008). Furthermore,
when projected, the outer parts of the density profile resembles the empirical "de
Vaucouleurs" surface brightness profile. The model is also a generalization of two
other commonly used potential-density models, namely the Jaffe-model and the
Hernquist-model (these models can be derived from the Dehnen model by using
γ = 2 and γ = 1, respectively; Jaffe 1983; Hernquist 1990).

2.6

Regularisation

Simulations of the formation of low-luminosity cores caused by a SMBH binary
merger must take into account the strong interactions between stars and black holes.
Thus, these systems must be modelled as collisional. A common issue encountered
in simulations of collisional systems is the singularity at r = 0 in the equation of
motion (Binney & Tremaine, 2008):
r̈ = −GM/r2 ,

(2.30)

where G is the gravitational constant, M is the total mass of the two interacting
particles, and r is the distance between the particles. Often, when calculating the
orbits of stars, simulations maintain accuracy by reducing the integration time-step
when the accelerations of the simulated particles become large. In extremely close
encounters, the singularity in equation 2.30 causes the accelerations to rise sharply,
resulting in the use of smaller and smaller time steps, which effectively stops the
simulation from progressing.
The solution to this issue is regularisation. In a regularised system, the singularity in the equation of motion (equation 2.30) is removed through a coordinate transformation. Two examples of such transformations are given by Binney &
Tremaine (2008), and detailed below.
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Figure 2.10: Fractional error in the energy of a simulated orbit with an eccentricity of e = 0.99, as
a function of the number of force calculations per orbit. The errors were calculated after a single
pericentre passage of the orbiting object. The multiple graphs denote the errors produced by
different integrators and regularisation procedures. U, BH and KS denote unregularised, "BurdetHeggie" and "Kustaanheimo-Stiefel" regularisations, respectively. RK and LF then denote socalled "Runge-Kutta" and "Leapfrog" integrators, respectively. The figure is adopted from Binney
& Tremaine (2008).

The first example is the "Burdet-Heggie regularisation", which changes the
simulation time t to the fictitious time τ by using the relation: dt = r dτ . It also
adds the external gravitational field g to the equation of motion. By applying these
changes, it is possible to write the two-body equation of motion as:
r00 − 2E2 r = −e + r2 g,

(2.31)

where r00 is the second derivative of the position r with respect to the fictitious
time τ , E2 is the energy of the two-body orbit, and e is the eccentricity vector.
Equation 2.31 is similar to the equation of motion of an harmonic oscillator, and
unlike equation 2.30, it does not contain a singularity at r = 0.
The second example is the "Kustaanheimo-Stiefel" (KS) regularisation, which
also converts the equation of motion of the two-body problem into an equation,
similar to the equation of motion of a harmonic oscillator. However, in the case
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of the KS-regularisation, this is done by transforming the three-dimensional spatial
coordinates into four-dimensional coordinates.
Like the Burdet-Heggie regularisation, KS-regularisation defines a new fictitious time dt = r dτ and adds the gravitational field of the other particles to the
equation of motion. The spatial coordinate transformation is done by changing the
position vector r = (x, y, z) into a corresponding four-vector u = (u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 ),
where:
1
u21 = (x + r) cos2 ψ
2
yu1 + zu4
2
u2 =
x+r
zu
1 + yu4
u23 =
x+r
1
u24 = (x + r) sin2 ψ,
2

(2.32)

and where ψ is some arbitrary parameter (Binney & Tremaine, 2008). When φe is
the gravitational potential induced by the particles outside of the two-body problem,
the equation of motion becomes as follows:
1
1 ∂  2 
u00 − Eu = −
|u| φe ,
2
4 ∂u

(2.33)

where u00 denotes the second fictional time derivative of the four-vector, and E is
the energy of the two-body orbit when φe is taken into account:
1
GM
|u0 |2 GM
E = v2 −
+ φe = 2
−
+ φe .
2
r
|u|
|u|2

(2.34)

Equation 2.33 is now the equation of motion of a four-dimensional harmonic oscillator with an added external force (Binney & Tremaine, 2008). Furthermore, as the
equation in question clearly shows, the regularised form of the equation of motion
is well defined even when the new position vector gets the value u = 0. Thus, it
does not contain the same singularity as the basic Cartesian version in equation
2.30. Once this regularised version of the equation of motion has been used to calculate the motion of a particle, its new position in the four-dimensional space can
be transformed back to three dimensions using the following relations:
x = u21 − u22 − u23 + u24
y = 2 (u1 u2 − u3 u4 )
z = 2 (u1 u3 + u2 u4 ) .

(2.35)
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Figure 2.10 by Binney & Tremaine (2008) compares the fractional errors in the
energies of highly eccentric simulated orbits (e = 0.99) after one pericenter passage,
integrated in differently regularised (or non-regularised) coordinates. The figure
clearly shows how important the removal of the singularity is for the accuracy of the
integration of the orbit. When using regularised coordinates, the integrators require
around an order of magnitude less force evaluations to achieve the same accuracy
as when they are using unregularised coordinates. Furthermore, the efficiency of
the integration is also clearly affected by the type of regularisation. Using the more
robust KS-regularisation instead of the Burdet-Heggie regularisation scheme, results
in a smaller fractional energy error.

2.7

Post-Newtonian Dynamics

When simulating mergers of galaxies that contain central SMBHs, general relativity
has to be taken into account. Relativistic effects not only affect the orbits of stars
that pass close to the black holes significantly, but are also required for the emission
of the gravitational waves that drive the coalescence of the SMBH binary during
the final stage of its merger. However, the equations that describe these effects are
difficult to solve, and thus inefficient to use in simulations. For example, effects
on the motion of particles caused by the distortion of space-time near extremely
massive objects cannot be modelled using a fixed linear background or common
time-steps between all particles. Due to such complications, the effects caused by
general relativity are often approximated using so-called "Post-Newtonian" (PN)
dynamics.
PN dynamics is an extension of the basic Newtonian dynamics. It approximates the effects that Einstein’s general theory of relativity has in the two-body
problem, by adding so-called PN-terms to the Newtonian equation of motion. Each
term has its own degree, describing increasingly precise relativistic effects. The magx
nitude of these effects are proportional to the order of axPN ∝ (v 2 /c2 ) , where x is
the degree of the term in question. The resulting equation of motion is similar to:
a = aNewtonian + a1PN + a2PN + a2.5PN + . . . ,

(2.36)

where aNewtonian is the acceleration from the basic Newtonian equation motion, and
axPN are added PN corrections.
Depending on its degree, a PN-term either describes an effect that conserves
the energy of the system, or an effect where energy is dissipated through gravitational
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radiation in the form of gravitational waves (Mora & Will, 2004). Terms that have
a degree that is an integer are conservative, while the half-degree terms are radiative
and cause the orbit of a two-body system to shrink. For this reason, when simulating
black hole mergers, it is imperative to include terms upto at least 2.5PN in the
equation of motion.
The actual formulae for the PN-terms are quite long, and are thus not given
here. They are derived from an expansion of Einstein’s equations based on the two
following approximations. The interacting particles are assumed to be point masses,
and the following equation is expected to hold true (Merritt, 2013):
 2

v
c

≈

Gm
 1,
c2 r

(2.37)

where G is the gravitational constant, c is the speed of light, m is the total mass
of the two interacting particles, and v and r are the relative velocity and distance
between the particles respectively. In words, equation 2.37 represents two assumptions. Firstly, the velocities of the moving objects are assumed to be of the order
that is expected for gravitaionally bound systems, and thus significantly slower than
the speed of light. Additionally, the objects are expected to never be brought near
the gravitational radius of one another (Merritt, 2013).
An important caveat to note about the PN-approximation is that, the point
mass assumption ignores the relativistic effects that the spin of the black hole,
alongside its non-spherical shape, has on closely orbiting objects. Thus, in order to
take them into account, one needs to add an additional spin PN-term to equation
2.36. The effects caused by the spin of the black hole include orbital precession (i.e.
changes in the rotational axis of the orbit), as well as precession of the spin itself
(Kidder, 1995). The lack of spherical symmetry in the shape of the spinning BH, on
the other hand, results in additional non-radial acceleration for the orbiting object
(Merritt, 2013). However, the magnitude of this effect is very small.

3. KETJU
KETJU (Rantala et al., 2017) is a simulation code, designed for efficient and simultaneous modelling of both galactic-scale dynamics and the precise motion of stellar
particles near SMBHs. This is achieved through the combined functionality of two
integrators with different degrees of efficiency and precision. The global dynamics
of the simulated stellar system is calculated using the tree-integrator (section 3.1)
of the GADGET-3 simulation code (Springel, 2005) which uses softened dynamics
(section 3.2) to calculate the general motion of particles in a collisionless system.
The motion of bodies close to the SMBHs is, on the other hand, calculated using
an algorithmically regularised chain method (AR-CHAIN, section 3.3; Mikkola &
Merritt 2008).

3.1

Direct Summation and Tree Codes

The simplest way of modelling the gravitational interactions between particles in a
system, is to use the "direct summation" method, whereby the gravitational force
acted upon a particle α is calculated using Newton’s law of gravity:
Fα =

X

Gmβ

β6=α

rβ − rα
,
|rβ − rα |3

(3.1)

where mβ is the mass of the particle β, and rα and rβ are the vector positions
of particles α and β, respectively. Since every particle contributes to the total
gravitational force experienced by every other particle, when using this equation to
calculate gravitational forces the number of calculations needed to determine the
motion of the entire system scales according to N 2 , where N is the total number
of simulated particles. As a result this method is very inefficient for simulations of
systems such as galaxies, which may need millions of particles to adequately describe
their internal dynamics. However, similar force-evaluation methods that only scale
as N ln N also exist. One such method, included in GADGET-3 and used in the
KETJU code, is the so-called "tree code".
35
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Figure 3.1: A 2D representation of the structure of an oct-tree. The squares represent the nodes,
and the filled circles denote the location of the simulated particles. This figure is adopted from
Barnes & Hut (1986).

In tree codes the gravitational forces experienced by particles are not generated
by the other particles themselves, but by so-called "nodes". These nodes are part
of a structure called a "tree". In GADGET-3 this structure can be further specified
as an "oct-tree", and is constructed as follows. First, the whole simulated system is
enclosed in a single cubic volume called the "root" node. This cube is then divided
into eight smaller cubic volumes called "child" nodes, with the root node becoming
their "parent" node. Next begins a recursive process, whereby child nodes that
contain more than one particle are divided into eight of their own respective child
nodes until every node contains only one particle. Nodes that contain a single
particle are called "leaf" nodes. The construction of any type of a tree structure
follows the same basic principle outlined above. The variations in different tree
types, come from the shape of the node-volumes and the number of volumes into
which the nodes are subdivided. Figure 3.1 shows a two-dimensional representation
of what an oct-tree would look like.
The effect that a node has on the gravitational acceleration of a particle is
calculated with respect to the centre-of-mass of the node. In GADGET-3, the
gravitational force of the node is generated by the sum of the masses of the particles
inside the node (i.e. the monopole moment of the node; Springel 2005). However
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it is also possible to calculate the force as the sum of the forces generated by the
multipole moments of the node (Binney & Tremaine, 2008):
Mij =

X

mα xαi xαj ;

Mijk =

α

X

mα xαi xαj xαk ,

(3.2)

α

where mα is the mass of the particle α inside the node; and xαi , xαj and xαk are the
components of the position vector of said particle relative to the centre-of-mass of
the node. Although only the quadrupole and octopole moments of the node are
shown here, higher order multipole moments could also be used.
Of course, using the gravitational influence of every node to generate the acceleration of a particle would not make sense, as every parent node contains the
same particles as its child nodes. Thus, which nodes are considered in the evaluation of the gravitational acceleration of a particle are determined through a "tree
walk". Starting from the root node and moving recursively through its child nodes,
if a node fulfils an "opening criterion" it is taken into account in the force calculation. Otherwise the walk moves into its child nodes. The original opening criterion
described by Barnes & Hut (1986) is the following:
l
< θ,
D

(3.3)

where l is the length of the node, D is the distance between the particle and the
centre-of-mass of the node, and θ is some predetermined opening angle. Once all of
the nodes that contribute to the acceleration of the particle have been determined
the gravitational influence that the system has on the motion of the particle can be
calculated as the sum of these force contributions.
By using an opening criterion such as the one described in equation 3.3, individually weaker gravitational interactions from faraway particles are treated as
though they were generated by a single bulk of mass. Thus, tree codes allow one
to prioritise the calculation of significant gravitational effects induced by nearby
particles, making the simulation of the whole system more efficient.
It is important to note that, in order to maintain accuracy, the tree structure
must be reconstructed once the simulated particles have been propagated over a
number of time-steps. How often this reconstruction is done depends on the desired
accuracy of the simulation. In simulation codes such as KETJU, which need to
simulate dynamics with exceptionally high precision, the tree must be rebuilt after
every integration step. Alongside the number of force calculations, the labour needed
for the construction of the tree also scales according to N ln N (Binney & Tremaine,
2008). However, even accounting for this additional work, when dealing with systems
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that contain a very large number of simulated particles the use of the tree code is
still far more efficient than the direct summation method.

3.2

Softened Dynamics

As equation 3.1 shows, the gravitational force between two point-masses starts to
grow rapidly as the separation between them decreases. To combat unphysical
scattering of particles that this may cause, the gravitational force is "softened" below
a certain radius. The simplest example of softened dynamics is so-called Plummer
softening, where the gravitational potential of a point-mass is described as:
φ = −√

GM
,
r2 + 2

(3.4)

where  is the "softening length". As one can see, using equation 3.4 to describe the
gravitational potential causes the potential to converge to a constant value, as the
separation r → 0. However, the gravitational force generated by the Plummer potential is never exactly Newtonian. Thus the use of this type of softening, inevitably
introduces some errors into the motion of the simulated bodies.
When simulating the motion of multiple particles in a collisionless system, the
use of softened dynamics is important. In simulations of galactic dynamics, the
interacting particles are usually not representative of singular bodies. Often these
particles are orders of magnitude more massive, and significantly less numerous,
than for example the stars in a galaxy analogous to the simulated dynamical system. In such cases, the particles are generally used to depict phase space density.
Their motion then describes the general motion of mass in the system, rather than
the trajectories of specific stellar bodies. In fact, the initial positions and velocities of simulated particles are often generated through Monte-Carlo sampling (i.e.
random sampling) of the phase space density distribution of the system. Due to
their abnormally high mass however, strong interactions between two such particles,
and the resulting changes in their motion, represent completely unphysical encounters. Thus, in order to make simulations of collisionless systems physically accurate,
removing the divergence in the strength of the gravitational force is in fact necessary.
The tree code in GADGET-3 uses softened dynamics when calculating the
gravitational forces between particles. In the code, the softening is done using a
"Monaghan-Lattanzio" spline kernel (Monaghan & Lattanzio, 1985), which gives an
exactly Newtonian gravitational potential outside of the softening length hML . The
equation for the softened gravitational potential in the GADGET-3 tree code is
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Figure 3.2: Softened and pure Newtonian gravitational potentials as a function of distance.
The potential on the y-axis is normalised so that, at r = 0 the Plummer softened potential is
φPlummer (0) = −1. The distance r is given in units, where G = M =  = 1. The spline-kernel
softening length is hML = 2.8, and the vertical dashed black line shows the location at which
r = hML .

(Springel et al., 2001):
GM
φ(r) =
W
hML
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(3.5)

,

where W is a spline-kernel defined as:
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1≤u

The length of hML is defined as hML = 2.8, where  is the Plummer softening length.
This makes the softened gravitational potential fully Newtonian beyond r = 2.8. In
addition, the use of this softening length in particular also makes the spline-kernel
softened potential equivalent to the Plummer-potential at r = 0.
Since the spline-kernel softened potential is equivalent to the purely Newtonian
potential at distances beyond the softening length hML , it provides a much more
accurate estimation of galactic dynamics than the Plummer potential. Furthermore,
the fact that the spline-kernel softening, similarly to Plummer softening, causes the
potential to converge towards a constant value at r = 0, it is also applicable in
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simulations of collisionless systems. Figure 3.2 shows both of these properties. From
the figure, one can also see that the spline-kernel softened potential seems to be all
around more Newtonian than the Plummer potential, even at distances smaller than
the softening length.

3.3

AR-CHAIN

As stated above, KETJU uses an algorithmically regularised chain code (AR-CHAIN,
Mikkola & Merritt 2008) to simulate the dynamics near SMBHs with great accuracy. AR-CHAIN consists of three main components: regularisation of the few-body
problem through time-transformed leapfrog integration, reduction of roundoff errors through the use of relative chain-coordinates, and the increase of its accuracy
through Gragg-Bulirsch-Stoer extrapolation.

3.3.1

Algorithmic Regularisation

When simulating strong inter-particle interactions, a high numerical accuracy is
often maintained through the use of adaptive time-steps. However, this raises the
possibility that as the interactions become stronger, the time-steps become infinitesimally small and the simulation effectively stops progressing. Fortunately, this can
be circumvented through the use of regularisation (see section 2.6).
In AR-CHAIN, the regularisation procedure employed is so-called "algorithmic
regularisation". This scheme is based on different time-transformations for the equations of motion of the particle position, and every other time-dependent variable,
respectively. The two fictitious times used in the regularisation are subtly different
from each other, but should be identical along the exact solution of the N -body
problem. For the particle positions, the time-transformation is given as (Mikkola &
Merritt, 2008):
ds = [α(T + B) + βω + γ]dt,

(3.7)

while for the other, more velocity-like variables, the time-transformation is given as:
ds = [αU + βΩ + γ]dt.

(3.8)

In the above equations, s is the new fictitious time; T , U and B, are the kinetic,
potential and binding energies (B = U − T ), respectively; α, β and γ are variables,
which determine the terms that are taken into account in the time-transformation
(for example in KETJU these parameters are set as (α, β, γ) = (1, 0, 0)); Ω is an
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arbitrary function of the particle positions (Ω = Ω(r)); and the parameter ω is
defined by the initial value ω(0) = Ω(0), and the time dependence:
ω̇ =

N
X
i

∂Ω
· v,
∂r

(3.9)

where N is the number of particles in the system. Since the time-transformations
should be identical along the exact solution of the N -body equation of motion, it
follows that, for the exact solution, the Ω and ω parameters should also behave
identically (i.e. Ω(t) = ω(t)).
In the KETJU implementation of AR-CHAIN, the parameter β is usually set
as β = 0. This means that Ω and ω do not affect the time-transformation, and thus
calculating their values is effectively optional. Still, following the time-evolution and
convergence of these parameters is useful, as it allows one to examine how close to
the exact solutions the equations of motion are being solved in the simulation, and
update the simulation accuracy accordingly.
The function usually used for Ω is similar to the potential energy, being defined
as:
N
N X
X
Ωij
,
(3.10)
Ω=
i j>i |rij |
where rij is the distance between particles i and j, and where the parameter Ωij is
equivalent to the mass in the formula of the potential energy. The value of Ωij can
determined using the equation:

Ωij =



m̃2

mi mj < Ω m̃2


0

otherwise

,

(3.11)

where the quantity m̃2 is the mean-mass product of the system:
m̃2 =

N X
N
X
2
mi mj ,
N (N − 1) i j>i

(3.12)

and Ω is a user defined parameter. The value of this parameter is set to Ω =
10−3 in KETJU, meaning that only gravitational influences between particles with
sufficiently small masses is taken into account when calculating Ω. This is done in
order to make sure that small bodies, which have a negligible impact on the total
gravitational potential, can still have an effect on the regularisation.
Using the two fictitious time definitions from equations 3.7 and 3.8, allows us
to form two sets of regularised equations of motion for the N -body problem. These
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equations consist of the coordinate equations:
t0 =

dt
= 1/(α(T + B) + βΩ + γ)
ds
dri
= t0 vi ,
ds

(3.13)

and the velocity equations:
dt
= 1/(αU + βω + γ)
ds
dvi
= t̃0 (ai + fi )
ds
N
X
dω
∂Ω
= t̃0
· vi
ds
i ∂ri

t̃0 =

(3.14)

N
X
dB
∂T
= −t̃0
· fi ,
ds
i ∂vi

where ai is the N -body acceleration, and fi is the acceleration caused by perturbing
gravitational forces generated by bodies outside the N -body system that is simulated
using AR-CHAIN. However, the gravitational force that produces the acceleration
of the simulated particles is still Newtonian even in the time-transformed equations,
and thus it is still not defined when r = 0. Fortunately, this does not pose any
practical problems for the simulations, as the calculations are done using floating
point numbers. The probability for the value of the separation between two point
masses being exactly r = 0 is so small that it is likely never to occur in a simulation.
The final component of the algorithmic regularisation procedure is the leapfrog
integrator. Generally, numerical orbit integration procedures consist of so-called
"kick" and "drift" steps, where the dynamics of a simulated particle is updated according to the current state of the system, and where the particle is propagated
according to its own current dynamical state, respectively. In the simplest possible
integrator, when propagating a system over some time-step ∆t, the particles are
both kicked and then drifted once (or vice versa) over the whole time-step. In a
leapfrog integrator, however, the preceding step is divided into two smaller steps
over half of the total time-step, which are then calculated before and after the second step. We can help visualise this difference, by using X(∆t) and V(∆t) to notate
the drift and kick steps, respectively. For the simple integrator, a single time-step
would be:
X(∆t)V(∆t),
(3.15)
while a leapfrog time-step could be written as:
X(∆t/2)V(∆t)X(∆t/2).

(3.16)
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Depending on which of the steps is divided into two, the integrator can either be
a so-called "kick-drift-kick" (KDK) leapfrog, or a "drift-kick-drift" (DKD) leapfrog.
The variant described by equation 3.16 is the DKD leapfrog, which is also the version
used by KETJU (Rantala et al., 2017).
Using the time-transformation detailed above, a leapfrog integrator, and setting (α, β, γ) to (1, 0, 0); AR-CHAIN is able to calculate exact two-body orbits,
up to numerical accuracy (Mikkola & Merritt, 2008). However, simply using the
algorithmic regularisation does not provide enough accuracy to calculate precise
motion near SMBHs. Thus, it is imperative to improve the numerical accuracy of
the integration through both, the usage of chain coordinates (section 3.3.2), and an
extrapolation method (section 3.3.4).

3.3.2

Chained Coordinate System

Due to the finite accuracy of floating point numbers, apart from simple arithmetic
operations with integers, all calculations done by computers contain roundoff errors.
When subtracting two numbers that have similar and very large values from each
other, the effects caused by these errors can be significant. To reduce the size of the
roundoff error, AR-CHAIN uses a chain coordinate system to calculate gravitational
interactions between nearby particles. Instead of using, for example, centre-of-mass
coordinates to calculate the gravitational forces, AR-CHAIN uses the relative positions between particles and their closest neighbour. This naturally decreases the
size of the subtracted values, as the relative distance between two particles is likely
significantly shorter, than their respective distances from the centre-of-mass of the
system.
The chain coordinate system is constructed as follows. First, the particles
that have the shortest distance from each other are identified. These particles are
designated as the "tail" and the "head" of the chain. Next, the particle that is closest
to either the head or the tail is added to the chain. This particle then becomes the
new head or tail. This step is iterated over, until every particle in the system is
included in the chain.
Once the chain has been formed, and the particles have been renamed from 1
to N according to their position in the chain, N − 1 relative position and velocity
vectors can be calculated using the following (Mikkola & Merritt, 2008):
Xk = rk+1 − rk
Vk = vk+1 − vk .

(3.17)
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In the chained coordinate system, the basic equations of motion thus become:
Ẋk = Vk

(3.18)

V̇k = Ak+1 − Ak + fk+1 − fk ,

where f is the acceleration caused by external gravitational perturbations, and A is
the total Newtonian gravitational acceleration induced by the other particles in the
chain system, defined as:
Ak = −

X
j6=k

mj

rjk
.
|rjk |3

(3.19)

The parameter rjk in this equation, is the relative position from the subject particle
k to particle j. When using the chain coordinate system this vector is as a sum
of the chain distances from j to k. However, naturally the sum of inter-particle
vectors is seldom equivalent to the exact separation between two arbitrary particles
in Cartesian coordinates. The errors caused by this can be significant for particles
that are located far from each other in the chain. Thus, the use of chain coordinates
improves the numerical accuracy of the acceleration only when used for particles
that are sufficiently close to each other. For faraway particles, the distance should
still be determined using the basic Cartesian positions. Taking all this into account,
the position vector rjk is determined as follows (e.g. Rantala et al., 2017):



r

 j

− rk
max{j,k}−1

rjk = 




X

|j − k| > Nd
sign(j − k)Xi

|j − k| ≤ Nd

,

(3.20)

i=min{j,k}

where Nd denotes the maximum number of chain distances that can be used to
determine the separation between two particles. Mikkola & Merritt (2008) find
that Nd = 2 produces the best results, and as such, the KETJU implementation of
AR-CHAIN uses this same value.
In the chain coordinates, the time-transformed coordinate equations of motion
can be written as:
dt
= 1/(α(T + B) + βΩ + γ)
ds
dXi
= t0 Vi ,
ds

t0 =

(3.21)
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while the velocity equations are:
dt
= 1/(αU + βω + γ)
ds
dVi
= t̃0 (Ai + fi )
ds
N
X
dω
∂Ω
= t̃0
· Vi
ds
i ∂Xi

t̃0 =

(3.22)

N
X
dB
∂T
= −t̃0
· fi .
ds
i ∂vi

Using the chained variables in the equations of motion is not always convenient
(Mikkola & Merritt, 2008). Thus, for example, the time-derivative of the binding energy (see final equation of the set in equation 3.22) is still evaluated using
Cartesian velocities.

3.3.3

Velocity Dependent PN-Corrections

Since KETJU can be used to simulate dynamics near supermassive black holes,
it takes relativistic effects into account. This is done in the form of additional
post-Newtonian corrections to the equation of motion, with degrees up to order
3.5PN (Rantala et al., 2017). As relativistic effects are dependent on the relative
momentum between objects, the velocity of a simulated particle has to be considered
when applying the PN-corrections. This results in the following equation of motion
for the velocity of a particle:
dVi
= t̃0 (Ai + fi + gi (vi )),
ds

(3.23)

where g(vi ) describe the additional acceleration experienced by the particle due to
velocity dependent PN effects. In the case of an SMBH, it might also be useful to
take into account how general relativity affects the spin of the particle. The equation
of motion of the spin is:
dSi
= t̃0 SPN,i × Si ,
(3.24)
ds
where Si and SPN,i are the spin of the particle and the spin PN-correction, respectively.
The fact that the addition of the velocity dependent acceleration causes the
time-derivative of the velocity to be dependent on itself, means that it can not
be integrated using conventional methods. In KETJU, this integration problem is
solved through expanding the position-velocity phase space to include an "auxiliary
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velocity" wi , and using its chained counterpart Wi when necessary (Rantala et al.,
2017). This allows one to separate the calculation of the time-derivative of the
velocity from the velocity itself by instead using the auxiliary velocity when applying
the accelerative PN-corrections (Hellström & Mikkola, 2010; Pihajoki, 2015).
The addition of wi to the phase space modifies the leapfrog integration slightly.
At the beginning of the kick-step, both auxiliary velocities are set equal to their
"physical" counterparts. Next, the physical velocities are kicked over half a timestep, while using the auxiliary velocities in the velocity dependent acceleration term.
The new physical velocities are then used to update the auxiliary parameters over
the whole time-step. Finally, the physical velocities are integrated over the remaining half-time-step, by applying the previously calculated auxiliary velocities for the
velocity dependent terms. This gives an accurate value for the physical velocity,
after the time-step ∆t.
Using a notation, similar to the one used for the basic leapfrog algorithm, for
the above velocity integration steps, the velocity dependent kick step can be written
as:
V(∆t/2)W(∆t)V(∆t/2).

(3.25)

Thus, a single DKD leapfrog time-step, where velocity dependent forces are calculated with the help of auxiliary velocities is:
X(∆t/2)V(∆t/2)W(∆t)V(∆t/2)X(∆t/2).

(3.26)

Of course, while the use of auxiliary variables has only been discussed in
terms of integrating the time-derivative of the velocity in this section, the procedure can also be used to solve other equations of motion. For example, the same
self-dependence problem caused by the addition of PN-terms extends to the timederivative of the spin of the black hole, as seen in equation 3.24. This issue can then
be resolved, by expanding the phase space to include the auxiliary spin (Z).

3.3.4

Gragg-Bulirsch-Stoer Extrapolation

The final component in the high precision AR-CHAIN algorithm is the "GraggBulirsch-Stoer" (GBS; Gragg 1965; Bulirsch & Stoer 1966) extrapolation method,
the use of which is crucial for the high numerical accuracy of the algorithm. The
basic principle behind GBS-extrapolation is the following. When integrating a function over a single time-interval, the integral is calculated multiple times, each time
dividing the previously used time-step into two times as many smaller steps. By
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increasing the number (n) of these substeps, the integration accuracy also increases,
and the results should start to converge toward the exact solution. This exact solution can be estimated by extrapolating the previously calculated results and finding
out what the solution would be at n → ∞, i.e. when the length of time described
by the subdivisions of the original integration time-step is infinitesimally small.
Implementing the GBS-extrapolation algorithm works as follows. Every time
the function is integrated over the integration interval (h) using a different n, the
results are extrapolated at n → ∞ to get an approximation of the exact solution.
In order to extrapolate the results, they are expressed as a function of the length of
time described by the individual n substeps used to calculate their value; that is, as
a function of: ∆t = h/n. Then, either a polynomial or a rational function is fitted
onto these results. The value of the fit at ∆t = 0 corresponds to the supposed exact
solution of the integral at n → ∞.
Whether the extrapolated result is good enough too be considered "exact" is
determined by the user-specified error tolerance parameter ηGBS , which should fulfil
the condition:
Tk+1 − Tk
,
(3.27)
ηGBS ≤
Tk
where Tk are previously extrapolated solutions to the integral, k denoting the number
of approximate integral solutions used in the extrapolation procedure when calculating the solution in question. The algorithm continues to iterate over k, calculating
a new approximate solution of the integral using n = 2k substeps, and adding it to
extrapolation procedure in order to get a more accurate value for the exact solution
at n → ∞, until equation 3.27 holds true. Alternatively, if k exceeds some predefined maximum value kmax , the process starts from the beginning; the difference now
being that the initial integration interval is divided into two new initial intervals.
The value that is able to fulfil the error tolerance condition, is then deemed the
exact solution of the integral.

3.4

Basic Properties of KETJU

In KETJU, galactic dynamics is simulated as interactions between particles that
represent either; the mass concentration of stars, dark matter or gas; or singular supermassive black holes. The combined functionality of the GADGET-3 tree
code and the AR-CHAIN integrator is then achieved by dividing these simulated
particles into three different types: chain particles, perturber particles, and tree
particles. The dynamics of the chain particles are simulated using the AR-CHAIN
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Figure 3.3: An illustration of the way KETJU divides the simulated particles into three different
types. The red stars denote the chain particles, while the green and yellow stars show perturber
and tree particles, respectively. The black dot is the SMBH particle, and the circles correspond to
the regions, which determine the particle type. This figure is adopted from Rantala et al. (2017).

algorithm, and they correspond to the stars near an SMBH as well as the SMBH
itself. The perturber and the tree particles, on the other hand, are propagated using
the GADGET-3 tree code, and they describe the general dynamics of the simulated
stellar system at larger scales. The difference between the perturbers and the tree
particles is that the former are located close enough to the SMBH particle to have
a significant individual effect on the dynamics of the chain particles. The type of
a particle is determined by its distance from an SMBH. However, in the current
version of the KETJU code only stellar and SMBH particles can be categorised
as chain particles. An illustration of the different particle type regions around an
SMBH particle can be seen in figure 3.3.

3.4.1

The Chain Subsystem

In simulations that deal with supermassive black holes it is of utmost importance,
that the dynamics of the SMBH particles are never softened. Softened gravitational
potentials naturally induce weaker gravitational interactions, reducing the strength
of effects such as dynamical friction, and thus unnaturally lengthening the time-scale
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of the SMBH binary inspiral and merger. In KETJU, the non-softened interactions
between the SMBH particles are enforced through the combined use of a "chain
subsystem", the internal dynamics of which are calculated using the AR-CHAIN,
and "Monaghan-Lattanzio" (ML) spline-kernel softening (see section 3.2).
A chain subsystem is made up of an SMBH particle and its surrounding chain
particles. Whether a stellar particle is included in the subsystem as a chain particle,
is determined through a variable called the "chain radius", defined as (Rantala et al.,
2017):

rchain
M•
= λ × 10
,
1 kpc
10 M

(3.28)

where M• is the mass of the SMBH particle, and λ is a user-specified parameter. If
the distance from a stellar particle to an SMBH particle is smaller than the chain
radius it is included in the chain subsystem of the black hole in question. Additionally, the condition rchain > hML (where hML = 2.8 is the "Monaghan-Lattanzio"
softening length employed in KETJU) is taken into account when determining the
length of the chain radius. Since the dynamics of particles beyond the softening
length is exactly Newtonian when using ML-softening, this ensures that gravitational interactions between SMBHs and stars, as well as other SMBHs, are never
softened.
In the tree code, the chain subsystem behaves as a single collisionless "macro
particle". The motion of this macro particle is calculated using the centre-of-mass
properties of the subsystem. In order to get the centre-of-mass acceleration of the
subsystem, the tree-accelerations of all of the particles included in the chain are
calculated. This means that, somewhat counter-intuitively, even though the chain
particles are propagated in the tree as a single macro particle, they are "seen" as
separate by the other tree-particles.
Since every SMBH has its own regularised region, if two SMBH particles are
close enough to each other it is possible for two chain subsystems to merge. This
occurs, when the volumes of the subsystems intersect. A merged chain subsystem
behaves similarly to a basic regularised region, where all of the chain particles are
included in a single chain in the AR-CHAIN algorithm. In the case of a merged
subsystem, the inclusion of stellar particles as chain particles, is determined by
checking the condition for both SMBHs.
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Perturbative Effects of the Perturber and Tree Particles

When calculating the precise motion of the chain particles in the regularised regions
around SMBHs, it is important to take into account tidal perturbation caused by the
gravitational influence of the other particles in the simulated stellar system. Both the
aforementioned perturber and tree particles induce tidal perturbations, however, the
way these effects are considered when propagating the chain particles, depends on
the respective particle type. When calculating these effects, the gravitational forces
induced by the softened gravitational potential (equation 3.5) of the tree-code are
used.
The perturber particles are located outside of the regularised region, but lie
close enough to the chain particles to have a significant individual perturbative effect
on their equations of motion. In KETJU, a tree-particle is deemed to be a perturber,
if it is located inside the "perturber radius" (Rantala et al., 2017):
mi
=γ
M•


rpert,i

1/3

rchain ,

(3.29)

where mi is the mass of a potential perturber particle, and γ is a user-specified
parameter that is set in such a way that rpert,i = 2rchain holds true for the lowestmass simulated particles. Naturally, chain subsystems can be perturbed by other
chain subsystems. In case this happens, the perturbative subsystems are resolved,
and the gravitational effects of individual chain particles are calculated.
Since the perturber particles are located close to the chain subsystem, the tidal
perturbation induced by them depends significantly on their location with respect to
the chain particles. This is problematic when calculating the trajectories of the chain
particles using AR-CHAIN, as the integration time-steps used in the algorithm are
smaller than the time-step used for the propagation of the perturber particles (see
section 3.4.4), making the perturbers effectively stationary during the AR-CHAIN
integration procedure. To remedy this, the time-evolution of the position of the
perturber particles is estimated using following quadratic equation:
1
r(t) = r(t0 ) + v(t0 )∆t + a(t0 )(∆t)2 ,
2

(3.30)

where t0 is the moment in the simulation time at which the AR-CHAIN integration
procedure starts; r(t0 ), v(t0 ) and a(t0 ) are the initial position, velocity and acceleration of a perturber particle, respectively; and ∆t is the time elapsed form t0 , i.e.
∆t = t − t0 . The tree particles, on the other hand, are estimated to be stationary
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during the whole integration time-step. This approximation is valid, as the scale
of the tree-particle region is so large, that small variations in the positions of the
individual particles do not have a significant effect on the total perturbative force
(Ahmad & Cohen, 1973).
Naturally, as the perturber and tree particles exert a gravitational force onto
the chain particles, they must experience an equal and opposing force from the particles in the subsystem (as stated by Newton’s third law). This is taken into account in
KETJU, by substituting the gravitational acceleration induced by the chain subsystem macro particle onto the perturbative particle, with the total gravitational force
from the individual chain particles. This gravitational force is calculated with the
direct summation method (see section 3.1), using Monaghan-Lattanzio spline-kernel
softening (equation 3.5).

3.4.3

Particle Mergers

In KETJU simulations, it is possible for an SMBH particle to merge with a stellar
particle or another SMBH particle. Whether the merger event occurs is determined
by two possible criteria. The first criterion compares the gravitational wave coalescence time-scale for an SMBH binary to the tree code time-step, and is thus only
relevant for SMBH-SMBH mergers. The coalescence time-scale can be approximated
using (Rantala et al., 2017):
a
(3.31)
tc ∼ − ,
4ȧ
where a is the semi-major axis of the binary orbit, and ȧ is its time derivative, which
(as shown in section 2.3.3) can be calculated using post-Newtonian corrections at
order 2.5PN as:
*

da
dt

+

64 G3 M1 M2 (M1 + M2 )
73
37
=−
1 + e2 + e4 .
5
3
2
7/2
5
c a (1 − e )
24
96




(3.32)

If the condition tc < s1 ∆ttree , where s1 > 1 is a temporal safety factor (usually
s1 = 10), holds true; the two SMBH particles are merged.
The second criterion is based on the relative position of the two particles. For
two SMBHs the merger event is set to occur if their separation is smaller than:
2GM•,1 2GM•,1
=6
+
,
c2
c2


rmin,S



(3.33)

which corresponds to the sum of the Schwarzschild-radii (i.e. the distance from a
black hole at which the escape velocity is equivalent to the speed of light) of the binary pair multiplied by six. The seemingly arbitrary multiplication of the condition,
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comes from the fact that the use of PN dynamics is based on the approximation that
v/c  1. At small binary separations the orbital velocities of the SMBHs naturally
rise, which might invalidate the use of the PN-approximation. Through testing,
Rantala et al. (2017) find that PN-dynamics is still valid at distances corresponding
to equation 3.33.
In the case of an SMBH - stellar particle merger however, depending on which
of the parameters is larger; the minimum particle separation is determined either
using the Schwarzschild radius of the SMBH, or the tidal disruption radius (i.e.
the distance from the black hole where its gravitational force tears an orbiting star
apart). The minimum distance between an SMBH particle and a stellar particle is
determined by the following equation:
rmin,T = max


 12GM

•



c2

, s2 R

M•
M

!1/3 


,

(3.34)



where M and R are the solar mass and radius, respectively, and s2 > 1 is the
spatial safety factor.
The particle mergers are checked before every integration time-step. If either of
the SMBH-SMBH merging conditions are met, the simulated particles are replaced
by a new particle with the following properties (Rantala et al., 2017):
M = M1 + M2
r = (M1 r1 + M2 r2 )/M
v = (M1 v1 + M2 v2 )/M
M1 M2
(r2 − r1 ) × (v2 − v1 )
L=
M
S = L + S1 + S2 ,

(3.35)

where L is the angular momentum, and S is the spin of the SMBH (however, note
that in KETJU simulations (e.g. the ones described in chapter 4), the spin is often
not taken into account, as its effects on the stellar dynamics are not significant).
However, if an SMBH particle and a stellar particle merge, the stellar particle is
simply removed from the simulation.

3.4.4

Incorporating AR-CHAIN in the GADGET-3 Leapfrog

The GADGET-3 tree-code integrator used in KETJU is a KDK-leapfrog (Springel,
2005). Implementing the regularised chain region in the leapfrog integration works
as follows. The first step, before starting the integration cycle itself, is naturally
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to determine the particle types for all particles in the simulated system and find
the chain subsystem macro particles. Next, the particles that have been designated
as either tree, perturber or macro particles, are kicked and drifted as expected in
a KDK-leapfrog. After the drift-step, the chain particles are propagated using the
chain integrator. Once the AR-CHAIN algorithm has concluded its calculations, the
final kick step of the GADGET-3 leapfrog takes place. Lastly, the force corrections
on the peruturbing particles, necessitated by the Newton’s third law, are taken into
account.
The GADGET-3 leapfrog in KETJU uses individual adaptive time-steps for
different particles, the lengths of which can be determined using:
∆tgrav =

2η
|a|

!1/2

,

(3.36)

where a is the acceleration of a particle,  is the gravitational softening length, and
η is a user-specified error tolerance parameter. These time-steps are then rounded
down to the nearest discrete power-of-two time-step:
∆tn = 2n ∆tmin ,

(3.37)

where ∆tmin is the smallest possible time-step allowed by the simulation.
The time-steps of the individual tree-particles are determined using the above
procedure. The chain subsystem macro particles and the individual chain particles
that are integrated using the AR-CHAIN algorithm are placed onto the smallest
tree time-step. This time-step is used as the initial integration interval in the ARCHAIN integration. Using the smallest time-step from the tree code for the chain
particles ensures that they are active at all times during the simulation, and that
they are on the smallest time-step if they happen to leave the chain region. The
perturber particles are also placed on the smallest tree particle time-step. This is
done in order to make sure that they are synchronised with the chain particles.

4. Simulating Core Formation
Using KETJU
This chapter consists of the description, and my analysis, of seven galaxy merger
simulations run by Rantala et al. (2018) using the KETJU code. In all but one
simulation the merger progenitor galaxies contain central supermassive black holes
that form a coalescing binary during the merger event. These binaries are a likely
source for the observed low-luminosity cores, as they can eject stars from the galactic centre through complex three-body interactions. The goal in this chapter is to
determine if there is a connection between the central binary SMBH and the existence of a low-luminosity core, and if the simulated KETJU results agree with the
observations of cored galaxies.

4.1

Simulation Details

The simulation sample run by Rantala et al. (2018) includes seven different equalmass mergers of two identical galaxies. The merger progenitor galaxies used in
the different simulations, named BH-0 - BH-6, consist of equal mass stellar particles
(m? = 1×105 M ) and equal mass dark matter particles (mDM = 7.5×106 M ), and
the progenitors are gas free (i.e. the simulations describe so-called "dry" mergers).
The initial conditions (ICs) of the merger progenitor galaxies are modelled
as multicomponent, spherically symmetrical stellar systems. They consist of the
three aforementioned components: stellar particles, dark matter particles and a
central SMBH. The central SMBH is modelled as a single point mass located at the
origin of the internal coordinate system of the host galaxy. The stellar and dark
matter components consist of multiple particles, which are distributed according
to their own spherically symmetric Dehnen density-potential models (Dehnen 1993;
see equations 2.28 and 2.29 in section 2.5.2). An important difference in the models
used for the stellar and dark matter particles, is the value of the central slope (γ)
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of the mass-density profile. For stellar particles the γ-parameter is set to γ = 3/2,
while for the dark matter particles the value of γ = 1 is used.
When constructing the multicomponent ICs for the progenitor galaxies, the
positions of the stellar and dark matter particles are determined from their respective
cumulative mass profiles. These mass profiles are derived using the aforementioned
Dehnen density-potential model, and can be written as:
M (r) = 4π

Z r
0

r
ρ(r)r dr = M
r+a
2



3−γ

,

(4.1)

where ρ(r) is the density profile of the model (equation 2.28), and a is the scaling
radius.
In equation 4.1, the value of the scaling radius (a) is determined quite differently for stellar and dark matter particle distributions. One way of calculating a is
to derive the formula of the half-mass radius from the cumulative mass profile. This
results in the equation:

−1
,
(4.2)
r1/2 = a 21/(3−γ) − 1
from which a can be solved easily. However, in order to get a value for a, one
now needs to know the half-mass radius of the particle distribution. Fortunately,
the half-mass radius of the stellar population can be determined through drawing
an equivalence between it and the effective radius of the galaxy. If the galaxy,
for which one is trying to determine the scaling radius, has a constant mass-to-light
ratio, then its mass and light profiles are proportional to each other. In this case, the
properties described by the two profiles are analogous, which means that the halfmass radius and the effective radius are equivalent to each other. In cases, such as
the simulations discussed in this section, where only the 2D projection of the effective
radius is known, the three dimensional half-mass radius can be approximated using
the following formula:
3
(4.3)
Re ≈ r1/2 ,
4
where Re is the aforementioned 2D projected effective radius. Thus, knowing the
effective radius of the galaxy allows one to determine the stellar scaling radius a? ,
by using both equation 4.2 and 4.3.
The scaling radius of the dark matter particle distribution can be derived using
the dark matter fraction (fDM ) inside the stellar half-mass radius. The dark matter
fraction describes the fraction of the total mass inside radius r that is contributed
by dark matter, and is defined by the following equation:
fDM (r) =

MDM (r)
.
M? (r) + MDM (r)

(4.4)
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With the above equation, one can get the dark matter scaling radius by substituting
the cumulative mass profiles in the equation with the one from equation 4.1 when
r = r1/2 , and using equation 4.2 to define the stellar half-mass radius. This gives
the following formula for calculating the dark matter scaling radius:
aDM =

v
u
u 2MDM
r1/2 t

M?



!

1
− 1 − 1 .
fDM (r1/2 )

(4.5)

Finally, applying the half-mass radius approximation from equation 4.3 allows one
to calculate the dark matter scaling radius as follows:
aDM

4
≈
3

v
u
u 2MDM
t

M?

!



1
− 1 − 1 Re .
fDM (r1/2 )

(4.6)

If the positions of the particles in the simulated progenitor galaxies are known,
their velocities can be determined using the Eddington formula (Binney & Tremaine,
2008). The different particles have the following distribution function in the positionvelocity phase space:
1 Z ΦT =ε d2 ρi dΦT
√
,
fi (ε) = √ 2
8π ΦT =0 dΦ2T ε − ΦT

(4.7)

where ρi is the Dehnen-model density profile (equation 2.28) for the particle type
in question, and ΦT is the total gravitational potential (ΦT = Φ? + ΦDM + Φ• ). The
variable ε is the relative energy:
1
ε = −ΦT + Φ0 − v 2 ,
2

(4.8)

where v is the velocity of the particle, and Φ0 is a chosen zero point for the potential.
This zero point is usually chosen so that, f > 0 when ε > 0, and that f = 0 when
ε ≤ 0. In the case of the simulations discussed here, the zero point is set as Φ0 = 0,
since the galaxies are modelled in isolation, and extend in principle to infinity.
The general procedure for generating the multicomponent ICs of the progenitor
galaxies is as follows. The positions of the stellar and dark matter particles are
randomly sampled from the inverse of their respective cumulative mass function
described in equation 4.1. Afterwards, using equation 4.7, tabulated values for the
distribution functions of the two particle types are calculated into a lookup table.
The velocities of the particles are then sampled by interpolating these tabulated
distribution function values. Finally, the central SMBH is placed in the centre of
the progenitor galaxy.
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The physical parameters used for generating the progenitor galaxies in this
set of simulations according to the aforementioned procedure are given in table 4.1
under "Common physical properties". As the name implies, they are identical across
every simulated progenitor galaxy. This means that as far as their stellar and dark
matter particle populations are concerned, the progenitors are identical.
The values for these common properties are motivated by observations and
dynamical simulations of NGC 1600 (Rantala et al., 2018). NGC 1600 is a massive
(M? ≈ 8.3×1011 M ) early-type cored galaxy with a large observed core radius (rb ≈
2.15 arcsec, which corresponds to a physical length of ∼ 0.667 kpc at the distance
of 64 Mpc) and a central supermassive black hole with a mass of ∼ 1.7 × 1010 M
(Thomas et al., 2016). By using these values for the physical properties of the
simulated merger progenitors, the resulting merger remnant should in principle be
as similar as possible to NGC 1600.
Figure 4.1 shows an example profile for the stellar mass density distribution
of the simulated progenitor galaxies. The profile is calculated from a stellar particle
distribution produced using the same multicomponent IC generation procedure described previously in this section. The physical properties used in the generation of
the distribution are mostly identical to the ones seen in table 4.1. The only difference being that the values used for the number of stellar and dark matter particles
are only 10% of the ones seen in the table. After the particles have been generated,
the density profile is calculated by moving the stellar particles of the progenitor
galaxy into their centre-of-mass coordinates, dividing them into logarithmic bins,
and calculating the mass density inside the respective bins.
Table 4.1 also shows the masses of the central SMBHs in each of the seven
progenitor galaxies. The SMBH mass is the only physical property that changes
from one progenitor to another. Six of the progenitor galaxies (BH-1 - BH-6) contain
central supermassive black holes, with masses varying from 8.5 × 108 M to 8.5 ×
109 M . A merged binary of two of the largest SMBHs in the table, is thus equivalent
in mass to the observed central SMBH in NGC 1600. The seventh progenitor (BH-0)
does not contain an SMBH in its centre, and the merger simulation containing these
progenitors is simply included for the sake of comparison.
The seven merger simulations thus comprise of mergers of two identical progenitor galaxies with properties described in table 4.1. These galaxies are merged
on a nearly parabolic orbit with an initial separation of d = 30 kpc. This kind of
orbit makes the approach of the galaxies swift, and causes the stellar cusps to merge
before t ∼ 300 Myr.
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Common physical properties
M?
[×1010 M ]
41.5

Re
[kpc]
7

MDM
fDM (r1/2 )
[×1010 M ]
7500
0.25

N?

NDM

4.15 × 106

1.0 × 107

BH-4
5.1

BH-5
6.8

M• [×109 M ]
BH-0
-

BH-1
0.85

BH-2
1.7

BH-3
3.4

BH-6
8.5

Table 4.1: Physical properties of the seven different progenitor galaxies used in the simulations
by Rantala et al. (2018).
M? : Stellar mass
Re : 2D projected Effective radius
MDM : Dark matter halo mass
fDM (r1/2 ): The fraction of dark matter mass from the total mass inside the half-mass radius
N? : Number of stellar particles
NDM : Number of dark matter particles
M• : Central SMBH Mass

Figure 4.1: An example of the mass density profile of the progenitor galaxies. The initial
conditions for the profile in question were the same as in table 4.1; with the exception of the
number of dark matter and stellar particles, which were only 10% of their respective values. The
noise in the left-side of the profile is caused by this low particle sample.
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The simulation data that I will be analysing, comes in the form of snapshots of
the merger remnants. These snapshots are taken at the simulation time of ∼ 2Gyr.
At this point the progenitor galaxies have merged into a single merger remnant,
however, their central SMBHs have not yet merged and still exist in the form of a
central binary. The snapshots contain the positions, velocities and masses of every
particle.

4.2

Core Size Measurements

In order to test if a galaxy is cored, I calculate the surface brightness profile and
check if the centre of the galaxy contains a light deficit.
The surface brightness profiles are calculated from the merger remnant snapshots using the following procedure. First, the coordinate system is changed to
centre-of-mass coordinates, and the stellar particles are projected onto a 2D plane.
Next, the mass inside logarithmically spaced radial bins is calculated, resulting in a
radial surface mass density profile. This is repeated 100 times from random viewing
angles, which naturally results in 100 slightly different density profile projections.
These profiles are then averaged azimuthally, which results in a smooth surface mass
density profile. Finally, by assuming a mass-to-light ratio for the stellar particles, the
surface mass density profile can be turned into a surface brightness profile (Rantala
et al., 2018).
Determining the mass-to-light ratios of the stellar particles in the simulated
merger remnants is problematic, as the simulations do not contain information about
their ages and metallicities. The only properties that the stellar particles have are
their position, velocity, and mass. This is not enough to make valid, physically
accurate, assumptions on their specific mass-to-light ratios. For this reason, a constant mass-to-light ratio of M/L = 4 is used. This is equivalent to the ratio derived
from dynamical modelling of NGC 1600 by Thomas et al. (2016). Thus, the use
of this particular M/L in the analysis of the simulation results, fits in well with
the already established desire of similarity between the physical properties of the
simulated merger remnants and NGC 1600.
Figure 4.2 shows the surface brightness profiles of each simulated merger remnant. Studying the curves, one can already see that the presence of central SMBHs
in the merger progenitors causes a clear brightness deficit near the centre of the
merger remnant. In addition, there is a systematic effect that shows a clear positive
correlation, between the mass of the black hole binary and the amount of missing
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Figure 4.2: Surface brightness profiles from each simulated merger remnant. These were calculated by dividing the stellar particles in the simulated galaxy remnants into 100 radial logarithmic
bins, and averaging the surface brightnesses inside these bins through 100 random viewing angles. The luminosity of the particles was estimated by assuming a constant mass-to-light ratio of
M/L = 4.

light in the core.
The lack of light in the surface brightness profiles reveals the presence of cores;
however, determining the precise sizes of the cores requires knowledge of the exact
locations where the profiles start to deviate from a Sérsic-profile fit (see section 2.2
for further discussion). The core radii in the merger remnants are calculated by
using the "Levenberg-Marquardt" fitting algorithm, to fit both a core-Sérsic model
(equation 2.5) and a Nuker model (equation 2.7) to their surface brightness profiles.
The initial guesses used for the values of the fitting parameters in the fitting algorithm, were determined through trial-and-error, as well as knowledge of their likely
order of magnitude. This was not the case for the Sérsic-index (n) in the core-Sérsic
profile however. In order to reduce degeneracy between the fitting parameters, n
was fixed to n = 4 for all core-Sérsic profile fits.
Figure 4.3 shows a comparison between the core-Sérsic and Nuker profile fits
for the BH-3 merger, while figures 4.4 and 4.5 show these fits for every simulated
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Figure 4.3: Core-Sérsic and Nuker profile fits of surface brightness profiles calculated from the
BH-3 merger remnant (left and right figures, respectively). The best-fit parameters are shown on
the figures and are in the same units as the axes (i.e. rb and Re in kpc, and µb in mag arcsec−2 ,
where mag denotes V-band magnitudes). The relative residuals of the fits are plotted under their
respective figures. The ∆-parameter shows the root-mean-square of the residuals.

remnant containing an SMBH binary. The values of the best-fit parameters are
shown on the figures. The units of the surface brightness are changed from L pc−2
to mag arcsec−2 (where mag is the magnitude in the V-band) using the common
conversion formula:
µ = M + 21.572 − 2.5 log(I),

(4.9)

where M is the absolute magnitude of the Sun in a specific spectral band (in
our case the V-band magnitude of 4.83 is used), and I is the surface brightness in
L pc−2 . The relative residuals of the fits are plotted under their respective surface
brightness profiles.
The root-mean-square of the relative residuals of the fits, are comparable to the
values seen in profile fits of observed surface brightness profiles: ∆ ≈ 0.02 mag arcsec−2
(Dullo & Graham, 2012). However, while the RMS of the residuals show that the
fits describe the surface brightness profiles rather well, most of the fits have somewhat large residual scatter near the centre of the merger remnant. This scatter is
especially noticeable in the Nuker fits, since in order to get sensible values for the
fitting parameters, the fitting range needs to be concentrated in the galactic centre
(in this analysis, the fitting range used for the Nuker profile was ∼ 0.04 − 3 kpc,
which is an order of magnitude lower compared to the range used for the core-Sérsic
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fit ∼ 0.04 − 60 kpc).
The larger central residual scatter is most likely not indicative of any kind of
significant physical structure in the merger remnant cores, but simply a result of the
logarithmic spacing of the bins in the surface brightness profiles. The bins near the
centre inherently contain less particles than the outer bins. When calculating the
100 projected surface brightness profiles from random viewing angles, this causes
the variations in binned luminosities to be larger in the central bins, resulting in a
final averaged profile that contains small jumps as well as small dips in its central
luminosity. These arbitrary inconsistencies naturally cause the residuals of the fits to
be scattered in a random way near the centre of the simulated galaxy. Unfortunately,
remedying this problem by using bins that have a constant number of particles did
not yield satisfactory results, due to the total number of particles being extremely
small near the centre.
Interestingly, all of the core-Sérsic fits show a peak in the size of the residuals
at around ∼ 10 kpc. Once again, this residual property is probably just a small
anomaly in the simulations and not indicative of any physical structure that could
be found in actual merger remnants. However the fact that this residual anomaly
appears in the surface brightness profile of every simulation, indicates that; even
though the masses of the SMBHs in the merger progenitors have a large effect
on the central regions of the merger remnant, the outer regions are left relatively
unaffected. In fact, the central SMBH binary is only expected to affect the outer
regions of the merger remnant, through stellar particles that have been ejected from
the galactic centre.
All of the significant residual variations between the profile fits of the simulated
merger remnant galaxies are concentrated near their respective centres. This implies
that the results of the different simulations vary significantly from each other only
due to the formation of a central SMBH binary, since the similar shapes of the
outer regions of the residual plots can be explained through the limited range of
the gravitational spheres-of-influence of the binaries. The 2D projected radii of the
SOI of the simulated SMBH binaries can be seen in table 4.2. These radii were
calculated by finding the radius of a sphere (centred at the centre-of-mass of the
host galaxy) that contains the amount of stellar mass equivalent to the mass of the
SMBH binary. The projected sizes of the radii were determined through a similar
relation to the one described in equation 4.3.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show that the value of the core radius estimate depends
quite strongly on which fitting model was used. Which of the values is more rep-
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Figure 4.4: Core-Sérsic profile fits for the binned surface brightness profiles of all of the individual
simulated merger remnants, that had progenitors containing central supermassive black holes. The
letters (a)-(f) denote the different snapshots ((a): BH-1 merger, (b): BH-2 merger, (c): BH-3
merger, (d): BH-4 merger, (e): BH-5 merger, (f): BH-6 merger).
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Figure 4.5: Nuker profile fits for the binned surface brightness profiles of all of the individual
simulated merger remnants, that had progenitors containing central supermassive black holes.
The letters (a)-(f) denote the different merger remnants ((a): BH-1 merger, (b): BH-2 merger, (c):
BH-3 merger, (d): BH-4 merger, (e): BH-5 merger, (f): BH-6 merger).
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Simulation
BH-1
BH-2
BH-3
BH-4
BH-5
BH-6

merger
merger
merger
merger
merger
merger
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rSOI [kpc]
0.143
0.256
0.394
0.515
0.620
0.757

Table 4.2: Estimations of the projected radii of the spheres-of-influence (rSOI ) for every simulated
SMBH binary. These were calculated by finding the radius of a sphere, that contains the amount of
stellar mass equivalent to the mass of the binary, inside its host merger remnant. The 2D projections
of the radii were determined by using a relation, similar to the one described in equation 4.3.

resentative of the actual core radius is not certain, as whether the core-Sérsic or
the Nuker model is better at estimating the size of the core is still a matter of debate (Lauer et al., 2007a; Dullo & Graham, 2012). While the RMS of the relative
residuals seems to be consistently (although just marginally) smaller when using the
Nuker model, its best-fit value for rb has been found to be strongly dependent on
the fitting range (Graham et al., 2003). Furthermore, in order to get sensible values
for every parameter of the Nuker model, its fitting range has to be narrowed down
closer to the galactic centre. An example of a parameter that requires such a fitting
range is the α-parameter. Using similar fitting ranges to the ones used in this thesis,
Rantala et al. (2018) find that, when trying to fit the Nuker model over the same
radial range as the core-Sérsic model, the parameter in question gets values of α . 1,
which as Graham et al. (2003) explain, may prevent the model from describing the
profile as a combination of two power-laws. The dependence that the Nuker model
parameters have on the fitting range, implies that its core radius estimates can be
inconsistent. Similar fitting range dependencies are not observed in the core-Sérsic
model.
In addition to the core radii derived through model fitting, I analyse a third
estimate for the size of the core, by calculating the cusp radius rγ (see section 2.2 for
the explanation of the cusp radius) for all of the merger remnants with central SMBH
binaries (BH-1 - BH-6 mergers). These are derived by determining the gradient of
the surface brightness profiles, and using a function minimization algorithm (Nelder


1
−
−
. This shows the location
& Mead, 1965) to minimize the difference dµ(r)
dr
2
where the gradient gets the value −1/2, which corresponds to the cusp radius.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the different core radius estimates of the merger remnants. These
estimates were derived through three different methods: Core-Sérsic profile fitting (black squares),
Nuker profile fitting (blue circles) and finding the "cusp radius" (red circles). The x-axis shows the
combined total masses of the central SMBH binaries in the merger remnants.

Figure 4.6 compares the core radius estimates derived using each of the three
methods for each simulated merger remnant with an SMBH binary. From the figure,
a clear positive correlation between the size of the core and the binary mass can be
observed. However, the break radii from the Nuker fits are consistently larger than
the other core radius estimates. They also have, in general, the largest deviations
from the other core radii, and even contain two values that seem to break the trend
of the core radius growing with the central SMBH binary mass (these being the
break radii for the BH-2 and BH-3 mergers). Similar larger-than-expected Nuker
core radii can be seen in the analysis of the same simulations by Rantala et al.
(2018). Like in figure 4.6, the difference in the Nuker break radii and the other core
radius estimates for the two mergers with the smallest and third smallest central
SMBH binaries are significantly larger than for the other mergers. The fact that
these large deviations are present in both this analysis and the analysis by Rantala
et al. (2018) further implies that due to its high dependence on the fitting range,
the Nuker model sometimes provides inconsistent values for the break radius.
The fact that the size of the core is dependent on the mass of the central
SMBH binary, is clear evidence towards the cores being formed through a scouring
process by the binary black holes. Binaries with larger masses have larger gravita-
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tional spheres-of-influence (table 4.2), which naturally leads to the ejection of stellar
particles that orbit farther away from the galactic centre (the larger SMBH binary
mass also causes the stellar material to be ejected at a larger velocity).
This positive correlation between the core size and the SMBH binary mass has
also been identified in independent measurements of the break radius and the central
SMBH mass in cored galaxies (e.g. de Ruiter et al., 2005; Lauer et al., 2007b; Thomas
et al., 2016). The fact that this effect can be seen not only in the simulations, but
also in observations, makes it clear that merging SMBH binaries are a likely source
for the observed cores.
Alongside the size of the core, the surface brightness deficit also becomes larger
as the central SMBH binary mass grows (figure 4.2). This can be explained trough
the concept of the loss-cone. The condition that defines the loss-cone (equation
2.11) shows, that the maximum angular momentum at which a star can interact
strongly with the binary grows alongside the binary mass. This means that, a larger
SMBH binary mass causes more of the orbiting stellar particles to be located in
the strong interaction range. Not only does the loss-cone widen, but the maximum
velocities at which a stellar particle can interact strongly with the binary also become
larger. Thus, a more massive central SMBH binary naturally results in the ejection
of a larger number of stellar particles, leading to a larger central surface brightness
deficit.

4.3

Velocity Anisotropy

Another method of determining whether the low-luminosity core of a galaxy is
formed through a scouring process by binary black holes, is to study its velocity
anisotropy profile. Binney & Tremaine (2008) define this profile as:
β(r) = 1 −

σθ2 + σφ2
σt2
=
1
−
,
2σr2
σr2

(4.10)

where σθ , σφ and σr are one-dimensional velocity dispersions in the spherical coordiq
nates, and σt = (σθ2 + σφ2 )/2 is the tangential velocity dispersion. This β-parameter
describes the ratio of tangential velocity dispersion in the stellar system to the radial
velocity dispersion. As such, it provides information about the nature of the stellar
orbits around the black hole binary. A negative value for β shows an abundance of
tangential orbits, whereas a positive β corresponds to an abundance of radial orbits.
Figure 4.7 shows β-profiles calculated from all of the simulated merger remnants using equation 4.10. In order to get the velocity dispersions, the stellar par-
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Figure 4.7: Velocity anisotropy (β) profiles for every simulated merger remnant. The profiles are
calculated from the velocity dispersions in radial logarithmic bins, using equation 4.10. Comparing
the outer regions to the central regions of the merger remnants, the profiles of show that the former
is radially dominated, while the latter tangentially dominated.

ticles in the remnant galaxies were first divided into logarithmic bins and their
velocities were changed from a Cartesian to a spherical coordinate system. Next,
the root-mean-squares, which correspond to the velocity dispersions, of the different
spherical velocity components were calculated for each bin separately, resulting in a
β-value for every bin. Plotting these values gives the profiles in figure 4.7.
According to the β-profiles, the outer areas of the remnants are dominated by
radial orbits (positive β), while the majority of orbits near the centre are tangential
(negative β). As the initial merger progenitors used in the simulations contained
isotropic β-profiles (β = 0), an area with negative β would imply that the stars on
radial orbits have been lost from that part of the system. It has been shown that
hardening black hole binaries can eject stars on highly radial orbits from the galactic
core, which results in the central region becoming dominated by mostly tangential
orbits (and thus a negative β). The ejected stars can then, in turn, cause the outer
orbits to become more radial (Quinlan & Hernquist, 1997; Milosavljević & Merritt,
2001; Thomas et al., 2014), which would explain why the β-profiles are not isotropic
in the outer regions of the merger remnants.
Figure 4.7 clearly shows that the presence of an SMBH binary has an effect
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(b) NGC 1600

Figure 4.8: (a): The β-profiles of the simulated merger remnants as a function of distance from
the centre, scaled by their respective break radius. For the merger remnant without a core (BH-0),
the value used for the break radius is rb = 1 kpc. The profile for the BH-2 merger shows an increase
in the value of β near the centre of the merger remnant, which is simply the same increase seen
in figure 4.7, amplified by the break radius scaling. (b): β-profile of NGC 1600, alongside profiles
of galaxies from the SINFONI black hole survey (Saglia et al., 2016) and the range of possible
anisotropies found in N-body simulations of the core scouring mechanism (Thomas et al., 2016).

on the shape of the β-profiles. Not only is the slope of the profile steeper for
merger remnants that contain a more massive central SMBH binary, but the only
merger with a profile that is completely dominated by radial velocity dispersion,
is the one which does not contain black holes (the BH-0 merger). The correlation
between the shapes of these profiles and the mass of the central black hole binary
makes sense in the context of ejection of stellar particles. The larger the mass of
the SMBH binary, the larger its gravitational sphere-of-influence. This results in
radially orbiting stellar particles being able to be ejected farther away from the
galactic centre. Furthermore, the larger binary mass strengthens widens the losscone, allowing for the ejection of radially orbiting stellar particles with faster orbital
velocities. This naturally leads to the β-profiles to be,in general, more negative
Figure 4.8 shows both the observed β-profile of NGC 1600, and the profiles
from the simulated merger remnants. The profiles in the figure are scaled by the
core radius of the respective galaxy. Even by eye, it can clearly be seen that both
the simulated β-profiles and the observed profile of NGC 1600 are similar to each
other (not counting the anomalous profile for the BH-2 merger). However, looking
closely at the values on the axes of both plots, the observed NGC 1600 profile seems
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to be slightly steeper compared to the simulated profiles, having a more tangentially
dominated inner profile and a more radially dominated outer profile.
According to Rantala et al. (2018), the kinematics being more tangential close
to the core in NGC 1600 when compared to the simulations could be caused by
further adiabatic growth of its central SMBH mass. Young (1980) shows that black
holes that grow adiabatically through, for example accretion of gas, can cause the
surrounding stellar orbits to become more tangential. If the time scale of the mass
growth is smaller than the relaxation time scale of the galaxy, while also being larger
than the dynamical time scale of the whole stellar system, the growth can be considered adiabatic. This results in the conservation of both the angular momentum
and the radial action of the stellar orbits (radial action being one of the momenta
in the canonical Hamiltonian coordinates called angle-action variables; Binney &
Tremaine 2008), which, due to the now higher gravitational potential induced by
the central black hole, causes the orbits to become more circular. Although this
effect is not strong enough to account for the entire shape of the β-profile (Thomas
et al., 2016), it could certainly be a reason for the more tangentially dominated core
regions seen in the observations.
As for the outer region of the β-profile of NGC 1600, it is possible that the
reason why it is more radially dominated than the outer parts of any of the simulated
merger remnants is due to the lack of minor-mergers in the simulations (Rantala
et al., 2018). These minor-mergers would deposit all of their mass in the outer
regions of the galaxy and would thus disrupt only the outer stellar orbits, making
some of them more radial. Furthermore, minor mergers would not contribute to the
destruction of radial orbits near the centre of the galaxy, as the smaller progenitor
galaxy would not contain a central SMBH.

4.4
4.4.1

Line-of-Sight Kinematics
2D Kinematic Maps

In order to make sure that the KETJU simulations produce results that are in
agreement with observations, I also analyse the line-of-sight (LOS) kinematics of
the simulated merger remnants. The analysis is focused on the four different LOS
velocity distribution parameters: the average LOS velocity Vavg , the velocity dispersion σ, and the h3 and h4 parameters (see section 2.4).
The above LOSVD-properties are calculated using a Python-script (Matteo
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Frigo, internal communication), which makes use of the Voronoi tessellation algorithm by Cappellari & Copin (2003). It provides binned statistics of the LOS velocities, and forms 2D kinematic maps similar to ones provided by integral-field units
(IFU-maps), in order to help visualise the LOSVD properties. First, when using the
script, the "line-of-sight" is defined as the intermediate axis of the merger remnant,
after which a 2D line-of-sight projection of the remnant is produced by orienting it
accordingly using the inertia tensor. The 2D projection is then divided into "spaxels" using the aforementioned Voronoi tessellation algorithm. The shape and size of
the spaxels are determined so that each one contains the same signal-to-noise ratio,
which, in the case of the simulations, is defined as the number of stellar particles.
The LOS-velocities inside the spaxels are then made into a histogram, into which
the modified Gaussian function (equation 2.20) is fitted. This gives the values of
the LOSVD parameters: Vavg , σ, h3 and h4 for the spaxel in question. Finally, the
values of the spaxels are plotted, resulting in 2D Voronoi-binned IFU-maps of all
four parameters.
Figure 4.9 shows the Voronoi-binned 2D maps of the four LOS velocity distribution parameters for the simulated BH-0 merger (no central SMBH) and the BH-6
merger (largest central SMBH), as well as for two observed galaxies, NGC 3414 and
NGC 4111, which are known slow and fast rotators, respectively. The contours,
which are added to help visualise the shape of the galaxy denote flux isophotes of
the merger remnants, and have a spacing of one magnitude. Similar maps for the
rest of the simulated merger remnants can be seen in figure 4.10.
The IFU-maps in figures 4.9 and 4.10 show that the average LOS velocities of
the simulated merger remnants are far from isotropic, with most of the remnants that
contain central binary SMBHs showcasing KDCs. Some of the simulated remnants
(BH-4 - BH-6 mergers) even contain a clear counter rotating structure inside the
KDC (Rantala et al., 2019). Curiously, the map for the BH-2 merger does not
seem to contain any significant features. What causes this discrepancy is uncertain.
However, the features seen in the maps of the other remnants, alongside the relatively
low average LOS-velocities in all maps, imply that all of the merger remnants are
likely slow rotators. Since slow rotator galaxies are assumed to have been formed
through gas-poor "dry" mergers, not unlike core galaxies, this is result is somewhat
expected.
The velocity dispersion maps in figures 4.9 and 4.10 show a clear connection
between the mass of the central SMBH binary and the velocity dispersion at the
centre of the galaxy. The presence of an SMBH binary causes the formation of a
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(a) BH-0 merger remnant

(b) BH-6 merger remnant

(c) NGC 3414

(d) NGC 4111

Figure 4.9: IFU-maps of average LOS-velocities, velocity dispersion, h3 parameters and h4 parameters from two simulated merger remnants and two observed galaxies. The four maps in figure
(a) are from the BH-0 merger, and the four in figure (b) are the BH-6 merger. Figures (c) and
(d) show IFU-maps of known slow (NGC 3414) and fast rotator (NGC 4111) galaxies from the
ATLAS3D survey (Emsellem et al., 2004; Cappellari et al., 2011; Krajnović et al., 2011).
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central velocity dispersion peak in the σ-distribution, the strength of which correlates
positively with the mass of the binary. Furthermore, as the mass of the SMBH binary
grows, the size of the area with the highest velocity dispersion in the galaxy also
grows. Additionally, the growing binary mass seems to cause the high-σ area to
get more and more aligned with the major-axis of the galaxy. Most of these effects
can easily be identified when comparing the IFU-maps of the different simulated
merger remnants from figure 4.10. The formation of the velocity dispersion peak
being caused by the presence of the SMBH binary is clearly demonstrated when
comparing the IFU-maps of the BH-0 and BH-6 merger remnants in figure 4.9. The
positive correlation between the mass of the central SMBH (or in the case of the
simulations: central SMBH binary) and the velocity dispersion of its host galaxy, is
a clear indication of the M• – σ relation discussed in section 2.3.6, which has been
observed in a multitude of both cored and non-cored galaxies with central SMBHs
(Ferrarese & Merritt, 2000).
Apart from the BH-0 merger remnant, the h3 -parameter values in the IFUmaps of the simulated merger remnants show an anti-correlation with the average LOS-velocity. Indeed, Krajnović et al. (2011) have found that while the anticorrelation between the LOS velocities and the h3 -parameter is mostly found in fast
rotators (see central region of the fast-rotator NGC 4111 in figure 4.9), some galaxies
with CRCs also exhibit this behaviour. Thus this anti-correlation can be seen for
example in the slowly rotating NGC 3414 in figure 4.9. Looking at the simulated
merger remnants, this anti-correlation seems to be more pronounced in the remnants
that contain a more massive the central SMBH binary. Furthermore, the larger binary mass seems to also make the counter-rotating central regions in the remnants
clearer. Thus there is a clear correlation between the degree of anti-correlation and
the existence of CRCs in the simulated remnants, making the simulated KETJU
results once again agree with observations.
The h4 -parameter roughly corresponds to the velocity anisotropy parameter
β, where a negative value of h4 identifies areas with a large tangential velocity
dispersion, and a positive identifies areas with a more radial velocity dispersion
(Gerhard, 1993; Gerhard et al., 1998; Thomas et al., 2007). Comparing the β-profiles
from figure 4.7 with the h4 IFU-maps from figures 4.9 and 4.10, this certainly seems
to be the case. For the merger remnants with central SMBH binaries, both the β
and the h4 values are largely positive in the outer regions of the galaxy, while being
negative closer to their centres. The h4 map of the BH-0 merger is then positive all
around, exactly like its β-profile. The h4 maps of NGC 3414 and NGC 4111 (figure
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(a) BH-1 merger

(b) BH-2 merger

(c) BH-3 merger

(d) BH-4 merger

(e) BH-5 merger
Figure 4.10: IFU-maps of average LOS-velocities, velocity dispersion, h3 parameters and h4
parameters from four simulated merger remnants: BH-1, BH-2, BH-3, BH-4 and BH-5 mergers.
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4.9) do not contain any specific structures and seem to be completely isotropic. As
the negative h4 -areas in the IFU maps of the simulated merger remnants are likely
caused by core scouring, and as neither of the observed galaxies are cored galaxies
(Lauer et al., 2007a), they have most likely not experienced such a process, making
the lack of clear structures understandable.

4.4.2

The λR -parameter

Further analysis of the kinematics of the simulated merger remnants can be done
by studying the λR parameter (equation 2.23). Calculating the value of λR at the
effective radius (λRe ) of a galaxy allows one to determine whether it is a slow or
a fast rotator. I use the Voronoi binned statistics from the IFU-maps to calculate
λRe for each simulated merger remnant and compare them to the three slow rotator
thresholds described in section 2.4.1:
λRe < 0.1,
√
λRe < 0.31 e ,

(4.11)

λRe < 0.08 + e /4,
where e is the ellipticity of the remnant at the effective radius.
As two of the three slow rotator thresholds requires knowledge about the ellipticity of the galaxy, I wrote a program in Python that calculates the ellipticities
of the simulated merger remnants. These ellipticity calculations are done using a
method described in Zemp et al. (2011), which uses the shape tensor:
R

S=

V

ρ(r)ω(r)rrT dV
R
,
V ρr dV

(4.12)

where r is position from the galactic centre, ρ(r) is the mass density, V is the volume
of an enclosed ellipsoid with the elliptical radius rell , and the weighting function
ω(r) = 1. The eigenvalues of the shape tensor correspond to a2 /3, b2 /3 and c2 /3;
where a, b and c are the semi-principal axes. The parameters a and b correspond to
the semi-major and semi-minor axes, respectively, and can be used to calculate the
ellipticity (equation 2.1).
Simply calculating the shape tensor and getting the correct eigenvalues is not
possible, as the elliptical radius rell is defined, in part, using the axis ratios a/b and
a/c:
v
rell =

u
u
tx2

ell +

2
2
yell
zell
+
.
(b/a)2 (c/a)2

(4.13)
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Figure 4.11: Values of the λRe -parameter of galaxies, plotted against their ellipticity at the
effective radius. The red dots correspond to the simulated merger remnants, whereas the black
dots correspond to galaxies observed in the ATLAS3D -survey (Cappellari et al., 2011; Emsellem
et al., 2011). The dashed lines display different slow rotator thresholds as a function of ellipticity
(Emsellem et al., 2007, 2011; Cappellari, 2016).

This means that the calculation has to be turned into an iterative process. Starting
with b/a = c/a = 1 for the initial value of rell , new shape tensor eigenvalues are
calculated using previously gained axis ratios, until the values of the ratios start
to converge. Once the difference between two subsequent axis ratios falls below
some pre-defined convergence criterion the newest b/a-ratio is used to calculate the
ellipticity.
In figure 4.11 I plot λRe and e against each other (the ellipticity is calculated
using rell = Re and a convergence criterion of a difference smaller than 10−3 between
consequent axis ratios), alongside the slow rotator thresholds and observed values
from the ATLAS3D -survey (Cappellari et al., 2011). Regardless of the threshold
used for differentiating between slow and fast rotators, the figure shows that all of
the simulated merger remnants are clearly classified as slow rotators. This agrees
well with the kinematic anisotropies seen in the IFU-maps, which also implied a
slow rotator classification for the remnants.
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rb [kpc]
µb [mag arcsec−2 ]
Re [kpc]
n
α
γ
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BH-1 merger

NGC 4472

BH-6 merger

NGC 1600

0.137
16.29
9.717
4
1.45
0.00

0.151
16.48
16
5.6
3.05
0.06

0.579
17.68
9.304
4
1.22
−0.04

0.667
18.00
16.04
5.83
2.09
0.03

Table 4.3: Best-fit parameters of the core-Sérsic profile fits seen in figure 4.12. The best-fit
parameters of NGC 4472 are from Rusli et al. (2013a), while the parameters for NGC 1600 are
given in Thomas et al. (2016). n is the Sérsic index, α controls the sharpness of the transition
between the inner and outer profiles, and γ is the slope of the inner profile.

4.5

Comparison to Observations

As the physical properties of the merger progenitors are modelled after NGC 1600,
it is interesting to see how the results from the simulations compare with actual
observations of the galaxy. I will be comparing the observations mainly to the
BH-6 merger remnant, as the mass of the SMBH binary in the simulated galaxy is
equivalent to the observed and modelled mass of the central SMBH in NGC 1600
(M• = 1.7 × 1010 M ; Thomas et al. 2016). However, I will also be comparing the
observed properties of the cored massive elliptical galaxy NGC 4472 to the simulated
BH-1 merger remnant. Both of the latter galaxies have similar central black hole
masses (or in the case of the simulated remnant, black hole binary mass), as well as
similar total stellar masses. Thus, comparing their other physical properties could
provide some interesting insight into the formation of cores within elliptical galaxies.
Figure 4.12 shows core-Sérsic profile fits of the surface brightness profiles from
the BH-1 and BH-6 mergers and compares them to the profile fits from the observed
core galaxies NGC 4472 and NGC 1600, respectively. Not only do the shapes of the
compared photometric profiles follow each other closely in both cases, the best-fit
parameters are also quite closely related (table 4.3).
Another comparison between some of the properties of the four galaxies can be
seen in table 4.4. Most importantly, the table shows that the kinematic properties of
the simulated merger remnants and the kinematic properties of NGC 1600 are very
similar. On the other hand, compared to the three other galaxies, the λe -parameter
and line-of-sight velocity of NGC 4472 are almost an order of magnitude larger. Like
the simulated galaxies, NGC 1600 can easily be identified as a slow rotator by its λe
parameter and ellipticity, while NGC 4472 seems to be classified as a fast rotator.
Before drawing conclusion from these results, it is important to know that,
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Figure 4.12: Comparison between core-Sérsic profile fits from observed galaxies and simulated
merger remnants. The surface brightness is given in V-band magnitudes. The figure on the left
compares the profile of the BH-6 merger remnant to NGC 1600. The figure on the right compares
the profiles of the BH-1 merger remnant and NGC 4472. The parameters for plotting the coreSérsic profile of NGC 1600 were taken from Thomas et al. (2016), with their units being changed to
the above by assuming that V − R = 0.5 (the same assumption being done in Lauer et al. (2007a)),
and by using the distance D = 64Mpc (Thomas et al., 2016) to define the relation between arc
seconds and parsecs. The parameters for the profile of NGC 4472 were from Rusli et al. (2013a).
All of the fitting parameters can be found in table 4.3

whether NGC 4472 is in fact classified as a fast rotator is not known for certain.
Emsellem et al. (2011) found a significantly lower value for its spin parameter (λe =
0.077), which would easily classify the object as a slow rotator. The value used
in this analysis comes from the more recent MASSIVE-survey (Ma et al., 2014;
Veale et al., 2017), in which some of the inaccuracies of the previous observations
were shown (e.g. not taking into account a large enough region of the observed
galaxy). Conceding to some potential biases in their own calculations, Veale et al.
(2017) ultimately classify NGC 4472 as an intermediate case between slow and fast
rotators.
It is impressive that the simulation of the BH-6 merger is able to reproduce
both the kinematic properties and the shape of the surface brightness profile of NGC
1600 so well. Since the simulation describes a dry major merger event between two
massive ETG with central SMBHs, the results imply that this process could be the
formation mechanism behind core galaxies.
Interestingly, since the BH-1 merger has extremely similar kinematic properties
with the BH-6 merger and NGC 1600, it can be assumed that the mass of the central
SMBH binary does not affect the rotation of its host galaxy in any significant way.
This suggests that, as far as the merger progenitors are concerned, it is the properties
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other than their central SMBH mass (i.e. them being massive gas-poor ETGs) that
determine the stellar kinematics in the final merger remnant. As for NGC 4472,
since both its λe and LOS velocity are about an order of magnitude larger compared
to the three other galaxies, it can be argued that its formation history must be
quite different when compare to the other galaxies. However, due to the ambiguity
of whether NGC 4472 is a fast rotator and whether its spin parameter is biased
towards large values, the possibility that the galaxy has also formed through a dry
ETG merger, should not be ruled out.
Earlier in this chapter it was shown that there is a clear positive correlation
between the central SMBH binary masses and the size of the core radii in the
simulated merger remnants. However, the facts that the core radius sizes for the
BH-1 merger remnant and NGC 4472 are comparable and that many of their other
properties are quite different, imply that, not only is there a correlation, the SMBH
binary mass might be the only property that affects the size of the core in any
significant way. If this is true, it is very strong evidence that the cores are formed
through a scouring process by binary SMBHs.
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(1)

M?
[×1011 M ]
(2)

M•
[×1010 M ]
(3)

Re
[kpc]
(4)

µe
[mag/arcsec2 ]
(5)

BH-6 merger
NGC 1600

8.3
8.3

1.7
1.7

10.722
∼ 16

21.54
∼ 22.8

BH-1 merger
NGC 4472

8.3
6.03

0.17
0.25

9.879
14.33

21.42
22.72

Galaxy

n
(6)

VLOS
[km/s]
(7)

σe
[km/s]
(8)

λe

e

(9)

(10)

4
5.83

5.61
7.1

278
293

0.0213
0.026

0.15
0.32

4
5.6

5.49
45.4

274
258

0.021
0.197

0.195
0.172

Table 4.4: Comparisons between the physical properties of the simulated BH-1 and BH-6 merger
remnants, and the observed galaxies NGC 1600 and NGC 4472, respectively. The properties
described in the columns are explained below, alongside the sources for their values in NGC 1600
and NGC 4472.
(1) Name of the galaxy.
(2) Total stellar mass. NGC 1600: Thomas et al. (2016), NGC 4472: Veale et al. (2018).
(3) Central SMBH / central SMBH binary mass. NGC 1600: Thomas et al. (2016), NGC 4472:
Rusli et al. (2013b).
(4) Effective radius. The values used for the simulated mergers are estimated by calculating
the half-mass radius in three dimensions, and using equation 4.3 to get the approximate two
dimensional effective radius. This is done instead of using the core-Sérsic profile best-fit parameter,
since the core-Sérsic Re only takes into account the specific fitting radius. NGC 1600: Thomas
et al. (2016), where the value is changed from arc seconds to kpc by assuming that the galaxy is
located at the distance of D = 64 Mpc; NGC 4472: Veale et al. (2017).
(5) Surface brightness at the effective radius. The values for all of the galaxies are calculated from
the core-Sérsic fits.
(6) Sérsic index. NGC 1600: Thomas et al. (2016), NGC 4472: Rusli et al. (2013a).
(7) Mean line-of-sight velocity inside the effective radius. For the the simulated mergers these
values are calculated from their respective IFU maps as the mean of the VLOS -values from the
Voronoi-bins inside the effective radius. NGC 1600 and NGC 4472: Bender et al. (1994).
(8) Velocity dispersion inside the effective radius. As with VLOS , this value comes from the mean
velocity dispersion of the Voronoi bins inside the effective radius in the IFU-maps for the simulated
mergers. NGC 1600 and NGC 4472: Veale et al. (2017).
(9) Spin parameter at the effective radius. NGC 1600 and NGC 4472: (Veale et al., 2018).
(10) For the simulated mergers and NGC 4472: ellipticity of the galaxy at the effective radius.
For NGC 1600: luminosity weighted ellipticity. NGC 1600: Goullaud et al. (2018), NGC 4472:
Emsellem et al. (2011).

5. Conclusions
In this Master’s thesis, I have studied the formation of low-luminosity galactic cores,
in mergers of gas-free elliptical galaxies that contain a central supermassive black
hole. These central SMBHs are expected to form a coalescing binary during the
merger process, and I considered whether the cores of form as a result of strong
three-body interactions between the binary and its surrounding stars ejecting stellar material from the central regions of the galaxy. I analysed the results from
seven simulations of galaxy mergers (denoted BH-0 - BH-6). The simulations were
performed using the KETJU code, a hybrid-combination of both the GADGET-3
tree code (Springel, 2005) and the AR-CHAIN integrator (Mikkola & Merritt, 2008),
which can simultaneously simulate both general galactic dynamics, as well as precise
stellar motion near SMBHs. Each simulation consisted of an almost identical galaxy
merger setup, where only the masses of the central SMBHs changed from one simulation to another. The properties of the merger progenitor galaxies were modelled
in such a way that the resulting merger remnants should in principle resemble the
known core galaxy NGC 1600.
The analysis of the simulation results was mainly based on calculations of the
surface brightness and velocity-anisotropy profiles of the simulated merger remnants,
as well as calculations of their line-of-sight velocity distributions in the form of
2D Voronoi-binned kinematic maps. Additional quantities, such as the core radius
and the λ-parameter, were then derived from these properties. The results of the
seven different simulations were compared with each other and also compared to
observations of known core galaxies.
Analysing the surface brightness and velocity anisotropy profiles of the simulated merger remnants, I found them to strongly imply that the cores are, in fact,
formed by SMBH mergers. Excluding two of the core radii derived using the Nukermodel, the core sizes determined from the surface brightness profiles, alongside the
size of the light deficit at the centre of the profile, show a clear positive correlation
with the SMBH binary mass. This is the most fundamental indication that the core
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formation is inherently linked to the central binary, as, assuming the SMBH binary
merger hypothesis for core formation to be true, the larger binary mass would naturally result in the ejection of more stellar material due to its stronger gravitational
influence. Furthermore, neglecting the clearly anomalous velocity anisotropy profile
of the BH-2 merger, the β-profiles of the simulated remnants seem to be affected as
expected by changes in the mass of the central black hole binary, with more massive
SMBHs resulting in steeper and more tangentially dominated central profiles.
While I would consider the above to be clear evidence towards cores being
formed by SMBH mergers, the small amount of anomalous data also outlined above,
warrants some discussion. Simply put, compared to the amount of results that corroborate the SMBH merger hypothesis, the anomalies are not substantial. Neither
the abnormally large core radii, nor the divergent β-profile of the BH-2 merger provide significant evidence for the existence of any systematic problems in the methods
used for either of the analyses. Furthermore, in the case of the conflicting core radii,
they have been calculated using the Nuker-profile fitting method, which has been
shown to sometimes produce inconsistent results due its strong dependence on the
fitting range. As for the abnormal β-profile of the BH-2 merger, it is hard to determine what causes its curious shape. Even when testing slightly different methods
for calculating the velocity anisotropy profiles, its inconsistencies in relation to the
other profiles remained constant. Although likely just a coincidence, the strangely
featureless average LOS-velocity IFU-map of the BH-2 merger (figure 4.9) seems to
imply that, in the case of the BH-2 merger in particular, the inconsistencies might
be caused by some issue in the velocity data itself.
If the cores found in the simulated merger remnants are to be used as evidence
for the SMBH merger hypothesis of core formation, the other properties of the
remnant galaxies have to be consistent with observations of known core galaxies.
Comparing the simulations to observations, I found this to in fact be the case.
Through calculating the λ-parameter from their line-of-sight velocities, the simulated
merger remnants can be unquestionably classified as slow rotator galaxies. Similarly,
most observed core galaxies are also determined to be slow rotators. Furthermore,
even though the simulations did not set out to reproduce the kinematics in observed
slow rotators, the 2D kinematic maps of the remnants, show properties often seen
in observations of slow rotator galaxies (for example KDCs). The surface brightness
profile of the BH-6 merger also has a close resemblance to the surface brightness
profile of NGC 1600, the central SMBH of which has a mass corresponding to the
central binary of the simulated merger.
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Naturally, there are some slight differences in the shape of the velocity anisotropy
profile of NGC 1600 and the simulated remnant galaxies. The shape of the observed
profile is somewhat steeper when compared to the profiles of the simulated galaxies.
This discrepancy can be, however, mostly attributed to the fact that the simulations
comprise of a single-generational merger, while the observed galaxy has been almost
certainly formed gradually through multiple mergers. As such, the difference in the
shape of the profile does not contradict the SMBH merger core formation model.
In fact, future research could try to reproduce these properties through simulations
with multiple generations of galaxy mergers. However, simply merging the previously simulated remnants with new progenitor galaxies is not reasonable, as the
work-load of the simulation would grow significantly as the number of simulated
particles increases. Using some bootstrap method to resample a smaller amount of
particles according to the current phase space distribution of the previous merger
remnant, could be used to mitigate this problem.
In general, future research on the effects that SMBHs have on galaxy formation,
should likely concern itself with including gaseous components in the simulations.
The addition of simulated gas would allow one to test some of the proposed solutions
for discrepancies found in the simulation results of this thesis. For example, one
could study whether the steeper central β-profile of NGC 1600 is caused by the
adiabatic growth of the central SMBH. Moreover, the inclusion of gas would allow
researchers to study the effects that SMBH mergers have during the formation of
cusp galaxies in gas-rich mergers. It would be interesting to consider how the starburst event, expected to occur in the mergers with high amounts of interstellar gas,
affects the coalescence of the SMBH binary. Determining the effects that a potential
SMBH merger has on the magnitude of the central high-luminosity cusp, could also
provide further insight onto the formation history and internal structure of observed
cusp galaxies.
The KETJU code is ideal for potentially simulating the effects of SMBHs on
gas-rich galaxy mergers. Since it is built on top of GADGET-3, which is capable of
simulating the motion of ideal gas through so-called "smoothed particle dynamics",
KETJU naturally includes all of the routines that GADGET-3 also uses, not only to
calculate the dynamics of the gas, but also calculate processes such as star formation
and the radiative cooling. However, the version of KETJU used in this thesis does
not have the interactions between the SMBH particles and the GADGET-3 gas
particles fully implemented. Also, the gas cannot currently be included in the ARCHAIN regime. Further development of KETJU is therefore necessary.
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All in all, I must conclude that the thesis has been successful in its aims.
Through analysing simulations of galaxy mergers, further evidence has been provided that the low-luminosity cores seen in some elliptical galaxies are caused by
the coalesce of binary SMBHs. Furthermore, it has been made clear that, efficient
and precise simulation codes for large scale galactic dynamics like KETJU, are an
extremely effective method for testing the formation models of observed structures.
They allow researchers to follow the evolution of galaxies and other stellar systems,
which would be impossible through purely observational means. Continuing to develop these codes is therefore fundamental for future research on the history of both
the Universe and the complex systems that lie within.
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